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rr CORRECTION ·; � 't., '?) .. 
d Th th h• f G,·� IIJrhe USFG extends a hearty welcome Ill : � e au ors Ip O one : � �o the following new members: /-!/ of the Faceters Digest /-!/ .,-
11 articles in the FORUM 11 .AMES w. SEELEY, CA ill 
't,section of the March is- 't, 9'1cATHY DAVIS, CA 9'J 

sue was mis-assigned. 1·· '1 II' 
!,J;Th . l : ?)i ��ITH WYMAN, WA � 

�I' e artic e was au- �/' 1911 .,-
11 thored by THOMAS f1 '1JCHRIS MORGAN, LA 
't,GRAY, not by Charlie 't:.., ljllc;ENE M. GOODWIN, TN 
11 Moon. My apologies to IJ '11 
't,Tom and Charlie. �, �ITH SHEEL, co 
'i.��<-i.�<-i.�<-i.�� .HIRLEY MORIKAWA, CA 

�/' -!f.../' �r �r -!!_/' �/' �LEN C. PETERSEN, CT 
DROP OF WATER TEST FOR TOP AZ 

From Facet Talk, 1996 
JONATHAN L. ROLFE, MA = �OBERT LEE, MA • 

Quartz and Topaz are not easy to separate by eye and •• A. HOESCHEN, OR 9'J sometimes impossible when the Quartz is true Topaz � � colour. There is a big difference in price between the two �AVID C. BESTER, OH .. and anyone describing Quartz as "Topaz," however inno- Ill Ill cently, may well be in trouble. �STOPHER WOLFSBERG, MA 
Topaz is quite a different mineral which is harder than Quartz. Because of this, a drop of water will not spread on Topaz but will spread on Quartz. Clean the stone as effectively as possible with a cloth or handkerchief to remove all trace of grease. It must be dry before the test. Then place a spot of clean water on it with a thin glass or metal rod. 
On stones with a hardness of less than 7 on the Mohs 

�YNN CARLSON, WI • "'°IXIE REALE, ID 
JoBERT J. WALLA CE, NC 
�LBERT F. CLEE, CA 
lilcHRis HEROLD, OR scale, the water is dispersed. On harder stones it will re-
I 

main as a globule. The harder the stone the more rounded ILE G. PORTER will be the globule. 
�OHN TALBOT,WA 
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THE MYSTERY OF 

GEMSTONE POLISH 

By Stephen W. Attaway, Ph.D. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Due to requirements for reducing 
publication costs, several more technical sections of 
Stephen's excellent article were edited out of this re
publication. Readers interested in more technical details 
should refer to the original publication in the January
February, 1999 issue of THE NEW MEXICO FACE
TOR. Steve's "bona tides" are summarized in the 
"LET'S GET ACQUAINTED" section in this newsletter. 

INTRODUCTION 

If you are a new facetor, then you may be confused by the 
conflicting theories that abound for polish. Just remember 
that in order to drive your car, you do not have to know 
how the transmission works. The same is true of polishing 
theories. The question of what causes polish has interested 
faceters for a long time and has been the subject of numer
ous debates. Polishing theories generally fall into three 
categories. 

• Finer scratch theory: The surface is removed with 
smaller and smaller scratches until the scratches can
not be seen. 

• Flow theory: The surface deforms and flows to fill in 
and level the surface. 

• Chemical polish theory: The surface is removed 
atom by atom through chemical reactions. 

For me, a good polish theory should be able to explain 
why it is hard to polish quartz with diamond, yet easy to 
polish quartz with cerium oxide. Why is it that sometimes 
the lap makes all the difference in the world, and, at other 
times, it seems to make no difference at all? Why is it that 
the stone waits until the last facet to crack or scratch? 
Does it somehow 'know' that you are working on the last 
facet? Some laps are as soft as butter ( corian, lucite, and 
wax), while others are as hard as a rock (ceramic and mee
hanite iron). Should I use water or oil when polishing? 
How much polish should I use? Some things are just com
mon sense: you should keep your laps clean, have good 
flat facets, and have a very good pre-polish that removes 
the· damage from the coarse grinding before you begin to 
polish. 

One of the obstacles to understanding polish is that it is 
very hard to design experiments that will reveal what is 
really happening during polish. In reality, polishing occurs 
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on a very, very small scale. The surface is actually inac
cessible during the polishing process. No one has yet de
signed a sensor that can be used to make measurements 
during the polishing process. Therefore, what is known 
about polish is often inferred from indirect experiments 
and observations. 

In this article I discuss some of the experiments that have 
been used to characterize the behavior of glass, and I will 
review some of the inferences that the researchers have 
made from these experiments, which we can relate to gem
stone polishing. Although gemstones do not always be
have like glass, some good ideas and new insights may be 
generalized from the work done on glass polishing. 

THE GRIT-SIZE PARADOX 

Before looking at polish, let us examine some experiments 
that will tell us about material behavior. There are several 
experiments that indicate a change in material behavior 
can occur at very small loading scales. 

One experiment1 determined the angle of impact that max
imized the amount of material removed by a high speed 
spray of silicon carbide particles impacting the glass1 (see 
Fig. 1 ). Three different grit sizes were used in the test: 
120-mesh, 500-mesh, and 1000-mesh. For the coarser 
abrasives, the fastest material removal rate occurred when 
the spray was aimed almost directly down upon the glass. 
The maximum removal rate was at about 10 degrees off 
axis from vertical for the 120-grit and the 500-grit abra
sive, with a removal rate for the 120-grit being greater than 
the 500-grit. 

The surprising result was that for the finer 1000-mesh 
(Continued on page 5) 
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Figure 1. Results of sandblasting experiments by Oh 1• 
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abrasive, the maximum removal rate was at an impact 
angle of approximately 30 degrees. The 1000-mesh 
abraive actually removed more material at 30 degrees than 
did the 120-mesh abrasive. The 1000-mesh removal rate 
at 30 degrees was over twice the removal rate of the 120-
mesh. 

What is going on here? There appears to be some sort of 
size effect on the strength of the glass. Why should the 
smaller grit remove more material than the larger grit at 
any angle? Based on this experiment, one would be 
tempted to conclude that the change in behavior is based 
upon the grit size. Below a certain size, the glass certainly 
demonstrates a drastic change in its behavior. 

SCRATCH SIZE 

Opticians2 have observed that for very shallow scratches, 
glass seems to behave like ploughed ground, with material 
pushed out of the way as the grit moves over the surface. 
For deeper scratches, fractures start to radiate out from the 
scratch. Scratching experiments show evidence of mate
rial flow, lateral cracking, chipping on the groove, and 
crushing beneath and ahead of the scratching tool. For 
depth of cut less than one micron, only material flow was 
observed. As the depth of the scratch increased, both 
cracks and material flow were observed in the grooved 
surface. At larger depths of cut up to about 10 microns, 
lateral cracks developed radially from the groove. At still 
larger depths, large-scale chipping and crushing occurred 
(see Fig. 2). Several other researchers' efforts also showed 
that the effects of scratching also depend upon machine 
stiffness, tool radius, rake angle, crystallographic orienta
tion, and cutting direction. 

THE TWYMAN EFFECT 

In the early 1900s, an Englishman by name of Twyman 
discovered that the grinding process introduced a thin 
compressive layer in the surface of glass plates 4• He found 
compressive stress was induced in grinding and caused the 
plate to assume a convex form. It is now generally be
lieved that the surface stress induced in grinding was the 
result of permanent deformation of the ground material. 
Clearly, if fractures are introduced in the surface, then the 
material will not fit in the same space. 

The amount of deformation resulting from this thin layer 
of damaged and strained material on the grinding surface 
can be determined by measuring the curvature of the glass 
before and after grinding. Basically, the ground glass be
haves as if the grinding process introduces a layer of com-
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pressive stress. This compressive stress can cause the 
ground plate to deform slightly. This effect was known to 
exist by opticians since Twyman's time, although few in
vestigators have studied the actual physics governing the 
Twyman Effect. 

The Twyman Effect is conducted on round glass disk in 
which stress is removed. After the initial curvature of the 
disk is measured, a surface is ground using different grits. 
The resulting change in the curvature can be measured 
very accurately using an interferometer. The amount of 
change in curvature resulting from grinding stress is re
lated to the properties of the glass and to the amount of 
stress induced during the grinding process. Once the di
ameter and plate thicknesses are known, a mathematical 
model can then be used to estimate the stress produced 
during the grinding process. 

These tests5 indicate that the glass plates are bent more 
with larger abrasives, and that the bending decreases with 
abrasive size. As the abrasive size decreased, the depth of 
the stress decreased. The depth decreased linearly with the 
size of the abrasive. The depth of the stressed layer de
pends upon the abrasive size and has been observed to 
vary from tens of microns down to tenths of a micron. The 
maximum surface stress, however, increased with decreas
ing grit size. Basically, as the grit size decreased, so did 
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(Continued on page 6) 
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Figure 2. Results of single point diamond as a function 
of depth of cut2 : a) no cracking, only plastic flow; b) 
some scale-like cracks; c) cracking, chipping and subsur
face cracks. 
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the size of the microcracks. 

Everyone assumed that the stress would decrease as the 
grit size became smaller (finer scratch theory). However, 
other test results6 showed that as the grit size was reduced 
below one or two microns, the surface stress increased dra
matically (see Fig. 3). The stress decreased for larger grit 
sizes, but then jumped higher at the smaller grit sizes. For 
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Figure 3. Twyman constant for different small diamond 
abrasive sixes6

• The Twyman constant is a measure of 
stress on the surface of the glass. Note how the stress in
creases for small grits and is near zero for surfaces poli
sished with cerium oxide. 

INTERPRETATION: Several researchers6 postulated 
that when the grit size becomes very small, the surface 
is no longer fractured. Instead, the material behaves in 
a plastic manner. For this type of grinding, they found 
little subsurface damage. They believe that the ductile 
surface deformation is the result of glass removal 
through shearing. A high degree of permanent defor
mation occurs in this ductile behavior. Apparently, 
this ductile behavior results in extremely high surface 
stresses, much higher than in brittle grinding. 

polished surfaces (pitch with cerium), the stress was al
most zero. 

WHAT CAUSES SIZE-DEPENDENT 
MATERIAL BEHAVIOR? 

The terms elastic, plastic, ductile and brittle, are important 
in understanding material behavior under stress. A mate
rial is elastic if, during the process of loading, the atoms 
are strained such that they do not break their bonds and 
snap back into place when the loading is removed. Basi-
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cally, the bonds between the atoms are stretched, but not 
stretched too much. A good example of elastic behavior is 
a rubber band. When it is unloaded, it returns to its origi
nal un-stretched position. Plastic behavior occurs when a 
material is loaded to the point that the strains are great 
enough to cause the atoms to slide past each other and re
sult in permanent deformation. When unloaded, the atoms 
do not return to their original position. A good example of 
plastic behavior is clay. 

Most materials will behave elastically for small loads. 
Once a critical stress is exceeded, plastic behavior may 
occur. The critical stress needed to cause a material to be
have plastically is known as the yield stress. 

A material is called brittle if it fails before it deforms plas
tically. If a brittle material is loaded, then it will behave 
elastically until it fails. For a ductile material, some plas
ticity will occur before the material fails. Glass is an ex
ample of a brittle material. Metals like gold, platinum, and 
copper are examples of ductile material. 

But even a ductile material can fail from fracture. If a 
crack is introduced into a structure, then the sharp edge of 
the crack can cut though the structure that would normally 
behave plastically. If you have ever tried to open a bag of 
peanuts or potato chips, then you know what I am talking 
about. Unless there is a starting tear in the bag, it can be 
almost impossible to open. One small flaw, though, and 
the bag seems to open by itself. 

FRACTURE MECHANICS 

Just as material constants like Young's modulus and Yield 
stress can be measured for a given material, the Fracture 
Toughness can also be measured for a material. The 
Fracture Toughness is related to the energy needed to 
break the bonds at a crack tip and start an existing crack to 
grow. 

An odd phenomenon of fracture is that the stress required 
for crack growth is controlled by both the crack size and 
the material properties. The criteria for crack growth de
pends upon the fracture toughness and the square root of 
the crack size. This means that bigger structures are more 
easily failed by fracture. An interesting consequence of 
the size effect on the strength of brittle materials is that if 
they are loaded on smaller and smaller regions, then the 
stress required for a crack to grow may eventually exceed 
that required for plastic yielding. 

PLASTIC PROCESS ZONE 

Below a certain size, a crack will not grow. Instead, plas 
(Continued on page 7) 
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ticity will dominate. By deforming plastically, a transition 
to ductile behavior may occur. The transition between 
ductile and brittle behavior is often governed by a very 
small zone ( called the .fracture process zone) around a 
crack tip that determines whether the crack will behave in 
a brittle or ductile manner3 • For something like concrete, 
the fracture process zone may be on the order of inches. 
For gemstones, the fracture process zone will be very, 
very, very small. One of the fundamental ideas is that the 
size of the fracture process zone is an important material 
property, just like hardness. It can control the behavior of 
the material. The size of the plastic zone for a given mate
rial is independent of the crack size. However, when the 
crack size from grinding approaches this plastic zone size, 
a brittle to ductile transition can occur. 

We generally have an idea of the fracture toughness of 
gemstones that we deal with. However, for us to rate one 
stone relative to another, we would need to measure the 
fracture toughness and hardness for different gemstones. 
Hardness is easy. Almost any gemstone data book will list 
hardness values. Published values for fracture toughness, 
on the other hand, are more difficult to find. 

For the sand blasting experiment, the researchers estimated 
the fracture process zone size for the glass and found that 
plastic yielding would occur before fracture if the load 
area fell somewhere around 2-20 microns1

• Recall that 
1000-grit is about 8-11 microns in diameter. 

BEILBY WAS CLOSE, 
BUT FOR THE WRONG REASONS 

If gemstones exhibit ductile behavior, then one can see 
how the Beilby theory7 could explain some aspects of pol
ishing. Beilby observed what he thought was glass flow
ing during polish. He thought that under frictional heating, 
a viscous liquid is produced that flowed over the surface. 
He believed that surface tension forces caused the molten 
liquid to form a smooth surface. Beilby may have been 
partly correct, in that he believed that the material flowed 
on the surface. By closer examination of the mechanics of 
fracture and plasticity, researchers today do not believe 
that the material actually melts but simply behaves plasti
cally. 

Thus, is a modification of the Beil by theory all that is 
needed to understand polish? Some researchers6 believe 
that ductile mode grinding is a purely mechanical process. 
It was verified that material was actually removed during 
ductile mode grinding. By measuring the Twyman Effect 
for small grit sizes, it was demonstrated that surface 
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stresses increased dramatically in the transition from brittle 
to ductile mode grinding, believed to be due to the results 
of increased subsurface deformation in the ductile process. 
It is also believed that both ductile and brittle grinding can 
occur simultaneously since grinding with small abrasives 
resulted in brittle fracture, accompanied by some degree of 
ductile behavior. 

This research also concluded: "This work has suggested 
a clear distinction between grinding and polishing pro
cesses. Brittle and ductile mode grinding are purely 
mechanical processes. The removal mechanisms in 
grinding include fracture, chipping, and shearing. Both 
brittle and ductile mode grinding result in some degree 
of permanent deformation and an accompanying sur
face stress. Polishing, on the other hand, is a chemo
mechanical process, which involves a chemical bonding 
of glass with polishing compounds. The polishing 
compounds are embedded in a soft tool, and the chemi
cally weakened glass bonds are then pulled apart me
chanically on an atomic level. The relatively small 
stress level that is introduced to the glass in polishing 
verifies that the level of mechanical shearing is mini
mal6. "  

THREE POLISH THEORIES 

Gemstones do not always behave like glass. Even so, the 
discoveries made from observation of the Twyman Effect 
provide strong evidence that three different types of phe
nomena may be occurring when we polish gemstones. 

One polish theory (finer scratch theory) is that as smaller 
grits are used, the scratches or fractures just become finer 
and finer until they cannot be seen. 

Another polish theory involves the Beilby layer ( ductile 
flow theory). Ever since the introduction of the Beilby 
theory of polish, the debate has raged in the faceting com
munity concerning the existence of a flow layer. The 
problem with this theory was that it had trouble explaining 
how soft compounds could produce fine polished surfaces. 
Another problem with the Beil by theory was the belief that 
the surface somehow melted and flowed into place. We 
now believe that the surface does not really melt but in
stead flows plastically, much like a clay flows under the 
strain of the artist's hands. 

More recently, the idea of a chemical effect in polishing 
has been introduced. The idea of a chemical reaction that 
can remove portions of the surface atom by atom has 
gained some credibility. 

(Continued on page 8) 
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Some researchers6 suggest that all three mechanisms, finer 
scratch, ductile flow, and chemical polishing, may be at 
work. Their stress measurements, using the Twyman 
effect, certainly point to evidence that three different 
mechanisms are at work during polish. 

IS Tms JUST FOR GLASS? 

Experienced facetors9 have encountered the curious phe
nomenon in which stones like almandine garnet aud tour
maline develop what seems to be a harder surface just after 
polish, compared to the same surface just prior to polish
ing. Thus, for some materials, in order to change a facet, it 
is best to go back to a coarse grit to rework the facet The 
existence of a highly stressed surface layer would certainly 
explain this phenomenon. 

Based on polishing characteristics of the many gemstones 
that I cut, my suspicion is that not all gemstones exhibit all 
three modes of polish. I am sure that some gemstones are 
very resistant to chemical attack. These could be problem
atic to polish, since the only mechanism for polishing 
would be ductile or brittle grinding. Other stones may 
have mechanical properties such that a ductile mode grind
ing and the associated high surface stresses may never de
velop. 

QUARTZ BEHAVIOR 

Anyone who has tried quartz polish with a fine grit dia
mond and compared the behavior to that of cerium oxide 
knows how much easier the polishing is with cerium. You 
can obtain a polish on quartz with 50,000 diamond, but 
you really have to work at it. You often get scratching and 

1 0  
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Figure 4. Twyman stress data for quartz and fused sil
ica 8• The grinding stress depends on the square root of 
the average abrasive size. As the abrasive size becomes 
smaller, the grinding stress may exceed the yield stress. 
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an odd surface pattern, too. Could a brittle-ductile transi
tion explain the behavior of quartz? 

While there is very little data for gemstones, there does 
exist some data for quartz which indicate that a brittle
ductile transition may occur for grit sizes under one mi
cron (14,000 mesh)8 . Fig. 4 shows the maximum stress 
from the Twyman Effect for different grit sizes. If the data 
is extended to grit sizes below one micron, then the maxi
mum stress in the surface would exceed the yield stress. 
Based on this data, we should see a different material be
havior for quartz in the range of one micron. 

SAPPHIRE BEHAVIOR 

Some experiments have been performed on sapphire that 
show it may also undergo a brittle to ductile transition. The 
Twyman Effect has been used for measuring the stress in 
different polishing processes for sapphire10

• While a pol
ish could be obtained with either Y4 micron diamond or 
colloidal silica, the Y4 micron diamond polish generated a 
very high stress, while the colloidal silica polish generated 
almost no stress. The research found a polished stress 
layer about 0. 12 microns deep for 0.25 micron diamond 
and a stress layer about 0.01 microns deep for colloidal 
silica polish. Thus, there may be more than one path to 
polish. In this case, it appears that both a mechanical and a chemical polish are possible. 

RAMIFICATIONS 

One might think that it would be best to avoid generating a 
highly stressed surface layer, especially if you are dealing 
with a fragile stone like an emerald. If, indeed, all three 
mechanisms of polish were at work, then it might be faster 
to avoid very small grits, and thus avoid this ductile grind
ing mode and the associated high stresses. Ideally, one 
would like to use brittle grinding followed by chemical 
polish to obtain the fastest removal rate with the least 
amount of stress. 

I am reminded of the fear that one particular facetor struck 
in our hearts when he described an emerald repair job he 
did some years ago. After he re-polished the table, he put 
the stone away for the night. When he came back the next 
morning, the stone was split nicely down the middle. 
Could high surface stresses associated with a Twyman Ef
fect cause this fracture? We will never know, but it does 
give you something to think about before you tackle ex
pensive repair jobs. Identifying if a chemical polish exists 
for a stone could certainly be useful in cases like this, 
where we need to minimize the stresses. 

(Continued on page 9) 
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SUMMARY 

We have only scratched the surface when it comes to understanding the physics and chemistry involved in polishing. Each stone may behave very differently. The presence of small micro cracks throughout certain gemstones could drastically change their behavior when considering the small scales that are involved in polishing. 
Let us review what we have: 
• Experimental evidence for size effects in glasses and other materials. 
• Experimental evidence for two modes of grinding: ductile and brittle. 
• We inferred that size effects control the transition between ductile and brittle grinding. 
• Experimental evidence (Twyman Effect) that grinding introduces stress in the surface. 
+ Experimental evidence that grinding with very small grit generates more stress than grinding with larger grits. 
• From the stress measurements using the Twyman Effect, we inferred that a thin plastic deformation layer leads to high stress under ductile grinding. 
+ Experimental evidence shows that polishes like LindeA and cerium oxide leave a stress-free surface. 
+ For glass, three modes of material removal may be at work, brittle, ductile or chemical. 
• We have some evidence that some gemstones may have three modes of material removal. 
In Part II of this article, I will review some of the ongoing work in chemical polish theories. 
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HERE'S A CHANCE TO SHOW YOUR 

"STUFF" 

Submitted By 
Mary K. Rattan 

We would like to invite the USFG to present specimens in our annual show, the Midland Gem & Mineral Show, to be held November 6th and 7th, 1999, at the Midland County Exhibit Building in Midland, Texas. This will be our 37th annual show, and the theme is stones of the world. We would like to have all stones identified, with the location where the stone originated, cut of the stone, and a piece of the stone in the rough. Set up will take place on November 5th, and the show will be open to the public the 6th and 7th. We have 24 hour security and we will pay the cost of insured shipping both ways. Our members would set up the exhibit and be in charge of returning the stones. If any members can attend, we would be delighted to have them. We would like to put a link on our Web site to yours and invite you to add a link to our site ( www.iglobal.net/per/mgms ). 
Mary K Rattan (member of USFG and Midland Gem & Mineral Society) 
Sigrid Stewart (sfsi@chevron.com - member Midland Gem & Mineral 
Society. 
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SCRATCHES 

By Ralph Westen 

Most scratches are the result of insufficient pre-polishing 
and the inability of the faceter to note their presence prior 
to polishing. Invariably this is due to the lights in use, 
their position over the machine and the position of the op
erator. Faint scratches which take a long time to polish out 
in corundum, or other hard materials are often not seen 
against the slightly textured background of a seemingly 
adequate pre-polish. Scratches invariably run in the same 
direction as the pattern left by the pre-polish lap, therefore, 
when wiping a facet to get a better view, always wipe 
across the facet and not parallel to the lap direction to dif
ferentiate between surface markings. 

What is being discussed here however are scratches not 
�a�sed by previous laps but those which appear when pol
ishing. Often scratches occur just prior to completion of a 
facet when polishing is nearly finished. This irritating oc
currence has a reason and we shall see why. 

When �utting for the the International Challenge Cup, 
competitors were required to cut four stones, one of which 
boasted 161 facets and the organizers with perverse cruelty 
and s�istic �tent, insisted that it be cut in quartz. An ap
propnate section of the crown is shown in Fig. I to illus
trate the type of scratches which do occur. 

The equipment used consisted of an eight inch solid type 
metal lap from V. J. Engineering which was charged with 
100,000 diamond compound. The diamond compound 

Fig. 1. Illustrating a variety of scratches and blem
ishes which will occur with most materials. Quartz is 
exceptionally prone to scratch marks just prior to 
completion. Topaz can present us with delamination 
problems caused by incorrect orientation. Each mate
rial has its own problems which will occur from time 
to time. A description is given here under with sug
gested remedy. 

was made up by mixing one carat of 100,000 diamond 
with five mL vaseline and was stored in a five mL syringe. 
The type metal lap was not scored but was given a good 
scrubbing with "Solvol" (Lava) a pumice based soap, and a 
hard nylon nail brush. This of course is a form of scoring. 

A small amount of compound was squeezed onto the lap, 
(approximately one centimeter long by one millimeter di
ameter) from the syringe and rubbed into the lap, after 
which it was wiped over with a small pad made of an old 
and often washed handkerchief. It takes a little while to 
work a lap in after cleaning and charging. 

No further lubrication of any type, either water or oil based 
liquid was used during polishing. Occasionally the pad 
was rubbed over the lap to recharge with a fraction of 
compound being added to the pad from time to time. 

DISCUSSION: 

Basically there are only three groups of scratches which 
appear during polishing and that are caused by: 

1. Contamination 
2. Excess compound 
3. Adverse techniques 

Contamination: Contamination can be caused by a vari
ety of foreign matter, large size diamond particles from 
other laps, pieces of gem materials or even airborne dust 
particles. It follows that cleanliness is essential. 

Excess Compound: Excess diamond compound is prob
ably the cause of more trouble than is realized. A build-up 
of slurry along the leading edge of the facet can round 
edges. It can "ball-up" and cause particles 1000 times big
?er in �olume for a fraction of a second and dissipate 
�ediately before reaching the end of a facet during pol
ishing. 

Remember that one parcel of 100,000 diamond is 
smaller than half the wavelength of green light. In a single 
scratch on the lap, measuring 1130 mm x 1/30 mm x 1 
mm, which is just visible to the human eye, we can put 
7,600,000 particles. It follows therefore that even moder
ate scoring is superfluous. Marks left by "Solvol" or 600 
wet and dry are sufficient to hold more compound than is 
needed. 

Adverse Techniques: Adverse techniques include exces
sive hand pressure, what I have called, "the white knuckle 
syndrome." Rapid sideways movement which knocks bits 
out of edges; excessive lap speed; cracked but not yet bro
ken edges caused by previous laps which break off when 
polishing commences; a badly scored lap caused by wrong 
mdex setting. In addition inclusions may break through 
the surface and cause pits�:yscratches and sometimes, dis-

(Continued on page I I) 
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SCRATCHES 

coloration. 

A: Lap contamination causing gross damage to leading 
edge, surface and often trailing edge. In quartz the scratch 
shows a distinct concoidal fracture under the surface and 
takes a considerable time to remove. This type of contam
ination can often be spotted on the lap under an obliquely 
held light, preferably a point light source. Remove from 
lap with a small sharp object and rub area with a piece of 
corundum to remove burr. 

1hln tramlines or parallel running lines are generally 
caused by one or a series of small foreign particles on the 
lap or are a build-up of residue. They do not occur often 
on type metal laps. The best remedy is to scrub with 
"Solvol" and recharge. Clean splash pan and machine to 
overcome any possible contamination. 

B:  A series of scratches which starts some distance away 
from the facet edge and generally finishes before the trail
ing edge. Often they are very short and not very deep ex
cept in softer materials. They also occur as dot-dash-dash 
in-line pattern and are caused by excess diamond com
pound "balling-up." Vargas calls it aggregation and flows; 
often caused in conjunction with excessive pressure and 
speed. 

Remove excess diamond with clean tissue using some 
hand pressure on stationary lap. When polishing quartz, 
polish lap with clean tissue until it shines. Do not charge 
or lubricate because it will still polish. The same goes for 
zircon where excess polish will show up as fine parallel 
lines or as a greasy smear. Clean lap and polish at slow 
speed, approximately 200 rpm and absolutely no hand 
pressure, perfect polish is practically instantaneous. 

C: On hard materials surface show a greasy smear like 
polish. Again, too much compound, clean lap with tissue 
and polish at slow speed and practically no pressure. 

D: When polishing facet No. 3 small scratches of near 
identical length appear on the preceding polished facet No. 
1. It was observed that these scratches appeared during a 
windstorm and stopped immediately after windows were 
closed and a fan turned off. Others working in front of 
open windows experienced the same problems. These 
scratches were caused by airborne particles which are 
fairly uniform in size and have a hardness of 67. Faceters 
in dusty and smokey areas, especially in the summer 
months, watch out! 

E: An edge chip and a long scratch from the chip towards 
the trailing edge. Excessive sideways movement during 
cutting with a coarse lap can frac,ture the edge. The piece 
will come adrift during polishing and according to 

"Murphy's Law", will land on the polished facet and 
cause a deep scratch. When polishing never move your 
stone sideways by more than twice the width of the facet 
and do it gently. This will keep the facet flat and the 
edges undamaged. Next facet is polished on the adjacent 
spot on the lap to cause even wear. 

F: When polishing facet No. 4 small scratches of uni
form size appear on the leading edge. No . 4 is adjacent 

. to No. 2 which is not polished. The small serrated edges 
of the unpolished facet break off producing the small 
scratches. Always try to polish the pavilion from the gir
dle to the culet and the crown from the girdle to the table 
without going over an unpolished facet. 

1 1  

G: Polishing not completed causing a rounded finish at a 
sharp point, light source is too big and obscures the softly 
rounded edges by diffuse light. Use a point light source 
and adjust to a different position for each series of facets. 

H: A very soft, near white mark which generally starts at 
the leading edge without causing a chip and often dissi
pates before reaching the trailing edge. This is not a 
scratch but a scuffing mark. It needs very little contact 
with the lap to polish out. It may be caused by tissue 
fluff and other soft contaminants. 

Use as little tissue as possible because it will accept dia
mond readily and not only contaminate your lap but also 
wear your machine out. Chamois leather is superior in 
all respects except when working with very greasy laps. 
Natural thin chamois, cut in 10 cm x 10 cm squares, well 
washed with good quality hand soap in cold water and 
kept in its own container to prevent contamination. 

If during polishing a scratch appears which does not run 
in the lap direction, check for a flaw in the stone or a 
stray piece of diamond or other gem material in the 
chamois or tissue being used. 

Most scratches which appear just prior to completion of 
the polishing are caused by the interaction of the highly 
polished facet and excess of polish on the lap. As there 
is no rough area left to break up the polishing compound, 
it will "ball-up" or aggregate and form a hard, and 
maybe, a fused particle, which then gouges a sizable 
chunk out of the polished area. To remedy this problem, 
before finishing the facet, wipe lap with a fresh tissue 
and remove all excess compound. As the facet is nearly 
polished, tum down lap speed and with a minimum of 
pressure, complete polishing. In general, use less dia
mond, less grease, less oil, less fluff and in particular, 
less pressure for perfectly flat and highly polished facets. 

(From the Midwest Faceter via. Texas Faceters Guild Newsletter, Jan, 1999) 
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STONE DIMENSIONS PUZZLE: 

Test Your Knowledge With The Following Questions 

The following questions are intended to focus attention on 
a somewhat neglected segment of our hobby---the numeri
cal descriptions of a stone' s  dimensional relationships. In 

most cases these dimensions are not vital for cutting a 
stone, but in instances where a stone' s  cutting instructions 
need to be modified, they can be useful in determining 
how much and in what manner the cutting instructions can 
be modified. 

The questions are intended to be ordered in increasing dif
ficulty, beginning with novice and ending with master. 
See how far you can progress down the quiz numbers. Ex
cept for Question 8, solutions to each question may be 
found in dimensional information provided for other ques
tions. Assume the stone diagrams represent a Standard 
Round Brilliant cut. 
QUESTION 1 :  

Which of the numbers in the illustration below represent 
the dimensions C and W, such as in the equation C/W = 
0.250? (This equation can also be written C = W x 0.250). 
What are the values ofC and W? (Length (L) of the stone 
[not illustrated] is 40 millimeters). 

1 

2 

3 

4 

QUESTION 2: 

6 7 

� I  

10-= 

5 � 
o-= 

Scale in MM 

Which facets would have their angles changed by chang
ing the value of "C" in Question 1? 

QUESTION 3 :  

Does the equation P/W = 0.500 (also written as P = W x 
0.500) approximate the dimensions of the stone diagram in 
Question 1 ?  (Use approximate measurements on the dia-

12 

gram in Question 1 if necessary). If so, what are the val
ues of P and W? If not, what facet( s) need to have their 
angles changed to make the stone match the P 1W = 
0.500? 

QUESTION 4: 

Which of the following values in the equations (L/W = 

1.000, T/W = 0.400, T/L = 0.460, P/W = 0.500) (also 
written as L = 1.000 x 40, T = L x 0.400, T = L x 0.400, 
and P = W x 0.500) would be changed if dimension No. 
3 in the stone diagram was changed? 

QUESTION 5 :  

In the equation H/W = (P+C)/(W+0.02) = 0. 7496, which 
dimension of the diagram in Question 1 would be the 
0.02 value? (Hint: For this question, do not assume the 
stone diagram in Questions 1 is drawn to scale). 

QUESTION 6 :  

If  the value of "H" is 30 millimeters� what are the di
mensional VALUES (i.e., millimeters) of the other di
mensions in the equations in Question 7? 

QUESTION 7 :  

If the stone illustrated in Question l developed a chipped 
girdle and pavilion (as illustrated below) and had to be 
recut with the same facet angles, which of these equa
tion( s) (L/W, T/W, T/L, P/W, H!W, PIH, C/H, Vol/W3 

= 0.275 [approximate]) would have their values changed 
to maintain the same dimensional PROPORTIONS as in 
the pre-damaged stone? .----.... 

QUESTION 8 :  

Consider that the stone whose values you calculated in 
Question 7 is quartz with a specific gravity of 2.66. 
What is the carat weight of the stone? (Ignore girdle di
mensions for this calculation). 

(ANSWERS IN NEXT ISSUE) 
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HOW TO GO FROM NOVICE 
TO WORLD CLASS FACETOR 

(Part One of Three) 

By Glenn Klein 

Part One: Motivation and Rules. 

In this Part One I will be doing my best to get you MOTI
VATED to compete, and I will note some of the RULES 
you must follow in your journey up the scale from novice 
level to world class level competitive facetor. In Part Two 
I will give my views on how you can go about winning in 
CASE of STONES competitions. This part will also cover 
ideas for the improvement of the interior of your case dis
play. In Part Three I will offer my ideas on how to suc
ceed in SINGLE STONE competitions. This section will 
also include my views on how to cut a winning gem. 

Should you compete? Yes, by all means do. It does take a 
lot of your time and work to do a good job of faceting, and 
then obtain and decorate a display case, but as with any 
task that requires work you learn from the experience. 
Even if you do not wish to compete, why not get together a 
case and just display it. Everyone can learn something by 
seeing another case. 

Do not give up if you place poorly. We have all been 
there. Keep trying until you finally achieve that trophy you 
are after. The more people that compete or at least display 
the more the general public will gain by seeing new ideas 
on cuts, or new ways of showing those cuts in a display 
case. The shows themselves will be more successful, and 
more interest in faceting will be created. 

Many people are apprehensive about entering competitions 
because they do not know how to go about it. With this 
article I hope to encourage you to get started by showing 
you some of the tips and trials that I have experienced in 
my path towards success as a "World Class Facetor." 

Most competitors should begin by entering a novice level 
contest at some gem or mineral show in their area. Once 
you have achieved success at that level, you can try for an 
advanced trophy or special contest that may be offered, 
and so on up the ladder of competition levels. Your hun
dred steps up the ladder of skill levels begin with just one 
step. 

Never become discouraged to the point of giving up when 
you see bad things on your score sheet. Just learn from 
your mistakes and do not do those dumb things again. 
Each time I enter competition I feel that I am just compet
ing against myself I am doing the best I can. If that is not 

good enough--tough! 
How are we going to get more people interested in com
peting? We need younger people starting. Where are the 
women competitors? In the years I have been attending 
gem and mineral shows I have yet to find a woman facetor 
as a competitor. It would be much better to see at least 
five to ten competitors for each trophy. We, the public, 
would all benefit and learn from seeing more displays. It 
seems to me that about half of the total competitions of
fered do not even get a single entry. 

By experiencing competition you will achieve a continual 
sharpening of your faceting talents. You will learn what is 
good enough, and what is not acceptable. As with any task 
that requires work, you learn from the experience and gain 
personal satisfaction. 

It is a fact that soon you will not settle for second best. 
You will always be striving to improve your skills. No 
one is perfect. You won't be either. I do not believe a 
score of 100% is possible. But you can come close to per
fection. I have never succeeded in cutting a gem to my 
own complete satisfaction. There is always something you 
would change if you had the power to do so. Just do the 
best you can each time. Remember that the other competi
tors will be having the same kinds of problems with their 
work. 

Competition faceting is fun. It is almost intoxicating. You 
always want more. It helps you prove to yourself where 
your faceting talent stands, in relation to others. It gives 
you a wonderful feeling when you do win a trophy. It also 
can give you a great feeling when YOUR score is higher 
than someone that you thought was unbeatable. 

Winning a trophy is one of those things you cannot buy. 
Have you ever entered competition at any level? If not, 
you have missed something very rewarding. Do enter at 
least at the novice level and get your feet wet. Even being 
judged second up from the worst scoring competitor is a 
PLUS for you. If you do compete-- your improved skill, 
thought, and planning talents will help you eajoy your re
sulting gems more. 

There are many areas involved in competition; such as, 
knowing the rules of the competition you are entering, la
bels, case decoration, risers, prongs, placement, color, 
choice of material, difficulty of cut, lighting, workman
ship, etc. Some of these areas cover case competition as 
well as single stone competition. 

First, know the rules. The American Federation of Miner
alogical Societies (AFMS) serves as a mother organization 
to the seven regional federations covering the United 

(Continued on page 14) 
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States. The AFMS Uniform Rules are the guide for all of 
the seven regional federations. But each federation has 
their extra Supplementary Rules, covering certain competi
tions which they offer in addition to the many offered by 
the AFMS itself. These supplementary rules have been 
added to accommodate either special types of material or 
exhibitor interests of that federation. These local federa
tion competitions may be of more interest to you. Often 
there are also competitions offered by individual sponsors, 
lapidary manufacturers, and guilds. 

The AFMS has several publications available. Get copies 
of those, which concern your type of entry. Among them 
they have the Uniform Rules, Guidelines for Exhibitors, 
and Approved Reference List of Lapidary Material Names. 

As one of the seven regional federations, the California 
Federation of Mineralogical Societies has more clubs than 
any other state in the nation. The CFMS has approxi
mately 200 clubs with over 20,000 members. In your area 
of the USA there will no doubt be a club that you may 
join. Find one which has interests that fit in with yours in 
the vast area of mineralogy. 

Each of the seven regional federations takes a turn in host
ing the national show (the AFMS one). To win a trophy at 
the AFMS National show you must first win the trophy at 
the regional level. Then you may enter at the national 
show wherever it is being held, or wait for it to come to 
your area. Get a copy of Lapidary Journal, or one of the 
other gem publications, to see where the various shows are 
being held and on what dates. 

As an example, the California Federation of Mineralogical 
Societies show will be held at Riverside, California in the 
year 2000 (next year). The National AFMS show will also 
be held there at the same time. In addition to that, there 
will be a faceters symposium held during this show. I am 
honored to be Chairman of that Faceters Symposium. The 
symposium will also offer several competitions. Here is 
an opportunity for you to enter competition at the AFMS 
level, the federation level, or the symposium level. 

If you have won at the novice level, you must now enter 
for higher levels such as intermediate, advanced, or mas
ters. Once you have decided which competition you wish 
to enter, you will need to get a copy of the entry rules for 
that competition. Most are judged based on the AFMS 
Uniform Rules. Get a recent copy and look over them as 
they pertain to your entry. I read over the rules each time I 
enter. It is very easy to forget something that can disqual
ify your entry or cost you many scoring points. If you do 

not understand the Rules, find someone that can explain 
them to you. The judges have no heart when they call out 
a feature like size, and you present your entry at some 
other size. You will be disqualified without further judg
ing. 

If you follow the AFMS Uniform Rules you will satisfy 
most requirements, but you cannot count on it. Individual 
sponsors may have different requirements for their trophy. 
Read and understand what the judges want. When you 
reach the level of the International Faceting Challenge 
which is judged in Australia, you will need to follow the 
rules as published by the Australian Facetors Guild Lim
ited. Those particular rules are precise. If you vary from 
them the slightest, you are sure to have a score placing you 
in the bottom one third of the entries. 

Any trophy received in a local club show competition does 
not affect Regional or AFMS eligibility. While each fed
eration normally holds a show once a year, anyone wishing 
to enter in competition must be a member of a society that 
is affiliated with that Regional Federation. If you are enter 
ing competition at a local show, follow the instruction for 
registering your entry as provided by the host society. If 
you are entering competition at the Regional Federation 
show, follow the instructions provided for this registration. 
When entering competition at a Regional Federation show, 
you are further required to have an officer of your society 
certify that you are a member in good standing with your 
society. 

When your Regional Federation show is host to the Ameri
can Federation show, all other societies and members of 
societies are eligible to compete under the same conditions 
applying to members of the host Regional Federation. Eli
gibility for AFMS Trophy competition must have been 
earned in the class entered in a Regional Federation Show 
using the AFMS Uniform Rules during the 12 years pre
ceding competitions. In other words you have to wait un
til the AFMS Show comes back to the regional show near 
you, or you travel across the country to the regional show 
that is hosting the AFMS Show. 

Once you have won the AFMS Trophy you may not com
pete for the same trophy until after the 3rd annual AFMS 
competition. The AFMS Trophy awards that concern 
facetors are: Trophy 19 FACETED GEMSTONES I-
given for exhibits from Uniform Rules Classes CF-I CF-2 
CF-3, and Trophy 20 FACETED GEMSTONES II-- given 
for exhibits from Uniform Rules Classes CF-4 CF-5. 

Your entry will not be allowed until you have requested 
and received an application form for exhibit space and reg
istration from the host society, filled it out properly, re 

(Continued on page 15) 
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turned it, and received back confirmation that your entry is 
accepted. Allow plenty of time for this, because some
times the deadline for form acceptance is far ahead of the 
show date. The host people need time to plan properly in 
arranging for the judges, facilities, and trophies. I have 
experienced three occasions where the trophy was not at 
the show at show time. One arrived weeks later, the other 
two I never received. There should be some penalty when 
sponsors do not do their part of the job. 

A surprising thing for me to discover was that competition 
at AFMS shows is a relatively new thing. The Uniform 
Rules were completed and first used at the Miami, Florida 
AFMS show in 1 96 1 .  

The competition levels are rising as the years go by. At 
my start in competition (approximately 20 years ago) the 
thing to do was just to enter. Some competitions only 
drew one or two entries, some none. If you entered and 
your score was over the minimum required, you won the 
trophy. But many times I was competing against six to ten 
other facetors who did very good work. I can tell you that 
it is hard being third place with a score of 99% but tears 
dry fast. I kept trying. 

The novice level which you enter may require a minimum 
score of 70%, which you would have to have even though 
your score was better than everyone else. The intermedi
ate or advanced level may require a score of at least 80% 
to win the trophy. Most master level competitions require 
a score of 90% or higher. When it comes to the Interna
tional Faceting Challenge you will NOT even place in the 
top ten facetors of the world, unless your score is ninety
eight percent or higher for the three required stones. 

At the start of my years in competition I learned that the 
real test at that time was to compete at the Faceters Fair, 
which was held some 400 miles north at San Jose, Califor
nia. I won my very first trophy there in 1 979, competing 
in the five faceted stone contest. This made me feel very 
proud, and got me started in what continues to be a very 
rewarding experience. I never entered a novice competi
tion, although that is the thing to do to get started now. I 
just tried from the beginning to compete with the master 
facetors of the day, and there were some tough ones. 

My second and GREATEST satisfactory competition entry 
was in 1986, when I was part of the United States team 
which was the first team from any country to win the inter
national challenge (now called the International Faceting 
Challenge). This competition pits the top five facetors 
from any country against the other countries teams. This is 

judged in Australia every two years. This is the olympics 
of faceting. It draws the best facetors. In the last IFC there 
were entries from the United States, Australia, Canada, 
United Kingdom, France, Finland, and Denmark. Here 
there is no room for any errors in workmanship. 

The third of my trophies that I treasure the most was won 
in 1988 at the Faceters Fair where my entry won over what 
I consider the top group of competitive faceters of the day, 
Vern Johnson, John Alden, and Charles Hettich. 

OK, enough of the blowing of one's own horn. This shows 
the ego part of the total satisfaction you will experience if 
you enter Competitions. You will win some, and lose 
plenty of them. Sometimes happiness comes without warn
ing. There will be times when you do not deserve the tro
phy. Maybe the judges were too forgiving. Or their eyes 
just are not good enough for judging stones any more. 
Judges are humans (I often think so). They have a tough 
job and not much time in which to do it. Most Competi
tions state that the judging will be done with ten power 
hand loupes, which most facetors use when they do their 
work. We must resist the use of higher power in judging, 
or the use of microscopes. Both would kill off competition 
I feel. After all, if the judges are to rule with ten power, 
and most facetors are using ten power to do the work, we 
cannot allow the judges to lower points for something that 
they see at higher powers, things that the cutter did not 
even know were there. 

In conclusion, I want to be sure to implant in your mind 
the idea that you will enjoy competitive faceting. I encour
age you to begin to compete. You will sharpen your cut
ting skills and tum out beautiful works of art. Some would 
say it is just an ego trip, but what is wrong with that? It 
certainly is not for the money. After all, we take twenty 
dollars worth of facet rough, put two thousand dollars 
worth of labor into finishing a gem that MAY win a tro
phy. And then your wife or mother will say the trophy is 
just a dust collector. But wives and sometimes mothers 
are wrong. So get started with your planning for that com
petition. Then work to your plan the very best way you 
know how. It will be worth all the effort. 
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EDITOR'S NOTE: In the next issue, Glenn's article on 
"CASE-OF-STONE" competitions will discuss how to 
enter your stone collection in judged competitions. 
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GIRDLE ALIGNMENT PROBLEMS 
AND 

MACHINE SOURCES 

By 
Jack E. Gross 

One of the most frustrating problems that we encounter in 
cutting gemstones is girdle-facet edges that do not line up 
or do not otherwise meet as they should have according to 
cutting instructions. This article illustrates some of those 
girdle misalignment patterns, the machine misalignment 
features that can cause the patterns, and suggests how the 
patterns and facet shapes can be used to help diagnose the 
machine problems. 

The examples in this article were based on a square stone 
faceted with step cuts, both of which could be easily ex
perimentally cut and relatively clearly illustrated with line 
drawings. The features in all of the illustrations are greatly 
exaggerated in order to clearly show the effects. Inherient 
small misalignments in my machine were neutralized by 
artifically creating misalignments that were much greater 
than any inherent misalignments. 

COMMON GIRDLE-FACET 
PATTERNS 

Several of the most common patterns of misaligned girdle 
facets are illustrated in Figs. 1 through 5. Note that these 
five figures represent the girdle stretched out into a 
"scroll." Each of these facet patterns result from a specific 
machine misalignment problem and from one of two ap
proaches for cutting a bank of facets. In one approach, 

I I I I I 
represented by the illustra-
tions in Figs. 1, 2 and 4, 
each facet ( that is progres-

Fig. 1. Girdle pattern formed sively cut around the stone) 
by machine in accurate align- is cut to a uniform depth. In 
ment and uniform cutting the other approach, repre-depth. 
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Fig. 2. "Segmented funnel" Fig. 4. "Saw toothed" girdle 
girdle pattern formed by mast pattern formed by quill mis-
(or platen) misalignment and alignment and uniform cutting 
uniform cutting depth. depth. 
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Fig. 3. "Continuous funnel" Fig. 5. "Ramp" girdle pattern 
girdle pattern formed by mast formed by quill misalignment 
(or platen) misalignment and and non-uniform cutting 
non-uniform cutting depth. depth. 

sented by the illustrations in Figs. 3 and 5, one of the edges 
of each newly cut facet is aligned with one of the edges of 
the previously cut facet. I refer to this cutting approach as 
non-uniform cutting depth. 

COMMON MACHINE MISALIGNMENT 
PROBLEMS 

Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the machine features and conditions 
from which misalignment conditions were created: 

+ The mast is perpendicular to the base plate; 

+ The platen surface is parallel to the base plate (thus, 
the mast is perpendicular to the platen surface); 

+ The quill is accurately aligned with the mast; 

+ The base plate is a flat plane; and 

• The quill is aligned with the center of the platen. 

Platen ______ / 
Platen Surface Perpendicular To Mast 

QuiU Orientation In Direction Of Mast 
Relation To The Platen Tilt In Fig. 9 And 

-+-

Counter Clockwise 
irection of Quill 

Misalignment In 

Fig. 14 

Direction Of Platen Tilt In Fig. 17 

Fig. 7. Top perspective of directio 
of mast, quill and platen misalign
ments, and quill orientation used 
the tests. 

Fig. 6. End perspective of Fig. 8. Facet patterns produced 
accurately aligned mast, quill, by accurate machine alignments 
and platen. as illustrated in Fig 6. 

These basic conditions were then selectively and singly 
misaligned to produce the following: 

A. Mast not perpendicular with the platen, which was 
created by wedging the mast out of perpendicular 
alignment with the base plate. This condition simu 
lated a natural range of alignment errors including: 

1. Mast misaligned with the base plate; or 
(Continued on page 17) 
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2. Platen misaligned with the base plate; or 

3. Base plate surface at the mast not parallel with base 
plate surface at the platen (i.e., a warped base 
plate). 

B. Radial position of the quill not properly aligned with 
the mast (i.e., for example a quill indexed at 96 not 
actually at a twelve o'clock position in relation to the 
mast), created by setting the index wheel several 
teeth from the 96 index. 

The foregoing conditions and misalignment features are 
thus specific to faceting machines wherein: 

(1) the quill swings through a horizontal plane by 
pivoting on a mast; and 

(2) the quill rotates around its longitudinal axis, inde
pendent of the facet head's (riser block's) attitude 

Mast Tilted On A 
Line Perpendicular 
To The Orientation 

._ OfThe Quill As 
Illustrated In Fig. 7 

Platen Surface Parallel To Base 

ig. 9�Perspective of mast mis
ligned with platen. 

Fig. 10. Facet patterns pro
duced at 96 index by mast 
misalignment as illustrated in 
Fig. 9. 

Facets Cut At

e 

% Index 
(back side of 
stone) 

Facets Cut At 
48 Index 

Fig. 11 .  Facet patterns produced 
at 48 index (after index rotation) 
by mast misalignment as illus
trated in Fig. 9. 

Fig. 12. Facet patterns pro
duced at a 96 index (before and 
after transfer) by mast mis
alignment as illustrated in Fig. 
l1 (representing pavilion and 
crown segments). 

Fig. 13. Facet pattern formed 
by mast misalignment and uni
form facet-cut depth. 

on the mast. Fig. 8 illustrates the facet patterns 
produced by the five angles of step cuts used in this 
experiment. 

MAST MISALIGNMENT 

Fig. 9 illustrates the mast tilted (in the direction as indi
cated in Fig. 7) so that it is not perpendicular to the platen 
surface. 

The consequences of this mast misalignment are illus
trated in Figs. 10, 11, 12 and 13 . Fig. 10 illustrates a se
ries of step cuts made at a 96 index setting. Fig. 11 illus
trates the cut of a second set of facets when the stone is 
rotated around its longitudinal axis to a 48 index. Fig. 12 
illustrates the first cut of a second set of 96 index facets 
when the stone is transferred ( visualize the transfer as ro
tating the stone 180 degrees on an axis that projects per
pendicular to the surface of the page). 

Depending on the facet cutting-depth procedure, two dif
ferent girdle patterns can result from this mast alignment 
situation. Fig. 2 illustrates the girdle pattern that would 
result if all the facets were cut to a uniform depth. Fig. 3 
illustrates the girdle pattern that would result if the facet 
edges of each newly cut facet were aligned with the facet 
edges of the previously cut facet, i.e., cut to a non-uniform 
depth. Fig. 13 illustrates the "culet view" of the mast mis
alignment consequences, with all facets in a bank cut to a 
uniform depth. 

QUILL MISALIGNMENT 

Fig. 14 illustrates the quill misaligned in a counter clock
wise direction as indicated in Fig. 7. Note that the quill is 
not actually misaligned with the mast. The illustration is 
only meant to emphasize the quill misalignment with the 
mast. The consequences of this quill misalignment are 
illustrated in Figs. 15, 16, 17 and 18. Fig. 15 illustrates an 
initial series of step cuts made at a 96 index setting. Fig. 
16 illustrates a second set of facets cut after the stone is 
rotated around its longitudinal axis to a 48 index. Fig. 17 
illustrates the a second set of 96 index facets cut after the 
stone is transferred. Fig. 4 illustrates the girdle pattern that 
would result if all the facets were cut to a uniform depth. 
Fig. 5 illustrates the girdle pattern that would result if the 
facet edges of each newly cut facet were aligned with the 
facet edges of the previously cut facet (i.e., non-uniform 
depth); Fig. 18 illustrates the culet view of the conse
quences with all facets in a bank cut to a common depth. 
Fig. 19 illustrates the consequences with several facets 
overcut. 

(Continued on page 18) 
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Mast Perpendicu
lar To the Platen 

.,.Surface 

Platen Surface Parallel.To Mast 

Fig. 14. Perspective of quill 
misalignment (quill not actu'
ally tilted-perspective only to 
emphasize misalignment). 

Facets Cut 
At96 1ndex 

Fig. 15. Facet patterns pro
duced at 96 index by quill 

· misalignment as illustrated 
fu Fig. 14. 

GIRDLE 

Facets Cut 
At 48 1ndex 

Facets Cut 
At 96 Index 

Fig. 16. Facet patterns produced 
at 48 index (after index rotation) 
by quill misalignment as illustrated 
in Fig. 14. 

Facets Cut At 
96 Index After 
Transfer 

Facets Cut At 
96 Index Before 
Transfer 

Fig. 17. Facet patterns produced 
at a 96 index (before and after 
transfer) by quill misalignment as 
illustrated in Fig. 14 (representing 
pavilion and crown segments). 

Fig. 18. Facet pattern formed by 
quill misalignment and uniform 

· facet-cut depth. 

PLATEN MISALIGNMENT 

Fig. 20 illustrates the platen tilted (in the direction as indicated in Fig. 7) so that it is not perpendicular to the mast. In effect, this platen misalignment creates the same results as in the mast misalignment as illustrated for facet patterns in Figs. 10, 11  and 12, and for girdle patterns as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 .  
ALTERNATIVE QUILL POSITION 

It must be stressed that the consequences of mast, quill, and platen misalignment as represented in Figs. 9, 14, and 
(Continued on page 19) 
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Mast Perpen
dicular To 

be Platen 

Fig. 19. Facet pattern formed 
by quill misalignment and some 
facets overcut. 

Platen Tilted On 
a Line Perpen
dicular To The 
Orientation Of 
The Quill As 

Direction Of � Illustrated Io 
Mast Tilt �ig. 7  

Hypotheti- Fig. 20. Perspective of platen 
cal Quill misalignment with mast. 
Orienta

.. � · = · .. . tion ln 
•' r:! •, Relation to 

• • • The Platen ' 
: And Mast 

,' Tilt 

.. .. . . .  
A. Hypothetical 
T position of Platen 

Mast Tilted On A 
Line Parallel To 
the Orientation Of 
The Quill As IDus
trated In Fig. 21 

Fig. 21. Quill orientation to lap 
which produces the results of 
mast misalignment as illustrated 
in Figs� 22, 23 and 24. 

Platen Surface Parallel To Base 
Fig. 23. Pattern of facets pro
duced at 96 index by mast mis
alignment as illustrated in Fig. 

Fig. 22. Perspective of mast 
misalignment when quill is 
oriented as illustrated in Fig. 
21. · 21. 

r - , Mast Perpendicular 

r l _ J ., .,._-----
T-0 Platen Surface 

f: � ·  

Mast Tilted On A 
Line Parallel To 
the Orientation or 
The Platen As 

...a-n1ustrated lo Figs. 
21 and 22 

Quill Accurately 
Aligned 

// .. 
I� Facets Cut At 96 -- Index 

Platen Surface Parallel To Base Plate 

Fig. 24. Perspective of stone orientation on platen/lap with 
mast misaligned as illustrated in Fig. 21. 
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20 will occur only with the quill oriented as indicated in 
Fig. 7. If the quill is in any other position in the dop head's 
horizontal plane of rotation, -the magnitude and nature of 
the consequences will be changed. In an extreme example, 
consider the hypothetical situation as illustrated in Figs. 21  
through 24 where the quill is  aligned parallel with the 
plane in which the mast is tilted. Fig. 23 illustrates that the 
facet edges remain parallel and there is no misalignment 
slope of the facets. This facet configuration is thus the 
same as the Fig. 8 example. However, Fig. 24 illustrates 
that the facet angles will be altered. In this example, the 
facet angles will be the degree set on the machine plus a 
degree-change caused by the misalignment of the mast. 

DISCUSSION 

Although not illustrated, experiments were conducted with 
the mast misalignment as in Fig. 9 but with the cheater 
misaligned in a clockwise direction ( opposite of the quill 
misalignment direction as illustrated in Fig. 7). This com
bination of mast and quill misalignment produced the 
same general facet shapes as illustrated in Fig. 8. Thus, 
quill misalignment does not alter the facet characteristics 
caused by mast misalignment. 

Converting these misalignment results into practical ma
chine alignment suggestions is complicated because it is 
likely that in most situations the problem will not be con
fined to only one of the misalignment conditions. Also, 
diagnosis of the problem is confounded by lack of precise 
machine-indicated common cutting depth. In most ma
chines, reaching a common cutting depth is achieved by 
cutting facets to some sort of meetpoint. 

However, the facet patterns in the girdle views in Figs. 1 
through 5 and culet views in Figs. 1 3, 1 8  and 19 can be 
used as diagnostic starting points (using a step-cut four
sided rectangular stone): 

• Facets exhibiting 6-sided polygons indicate mast mis
alignment and possible quill misalignment (Fig. 1 3). 

• All facets exhibiting 4-sided polygons indicate quill 
misalignment, and all facets cut to a uniform depth, 
but no mast misalignment (Fig. 1 8). 

+ · Some facets exhibiting 4-sided polygons indicate quill 
misalignment, and some facets cut to non-uniform 
depth, but no mast misalignment (Fig. 19). 

• Girdle lines that exhibit a "segmented funnel'' appear
ance indicate mast misalignment, when facets are cut 
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to a uniform depth (Fig. 2). 

+ Girdle lines that exhibit a "continuous funnel" appear
ance indicate mast misalignment when facets are cut 
to non-uniform depths (Fig. 3). 

+ Girdle lines that exhibit a "stairstep" appearance indi
cate quill misalignment, when facets are cut to a uni
form depth (Fig. 4). 

• Girdle lines that exhibit a "ramp" appearance indicate 
quill misalignment, when facets are cut to non
uniform depths (Fig. 5). 

• Mast misalignment will produce facets in the shape of 
6-sided polygons, regardless of the alignment condi
tions of the quill (Fig. 1 3). 

• The magnitude of mast misalignment does not alter 
the general 6-sided polygon facet shape. 

• The magnitude of quill misalignment does not alter 
the general 4-sided polygon facet shape. 

� 

FACETER'S FORUM: 
TOPICS FOR TIDS ISSUE: 

DRIP TANK ADDITIVES 
AND 

LAP SOLUTIONS 

COMMENTS FROM OUR READERS 

DITOR'S NOTE: In response to the call (in the March 
·ssue of this newsletter) for readers to submit their experi
nces with the topics of this issue, John Franke sent in the 
ollowing results of a poll he took some time ago on col
oidal polishes. Many thanks to John for a nice overview 
f what respondents were thinking. 

FROM JOHN FRANKE 

I would like to thank everyone who took the time to re
spond to the recent poll! For those thinking of trying 
something new, I think it is valuable information to know 
how many faceters actually find something useful; 
probably a more reliable indicator than the advertising 
hype. (Ever see an ad like: "Tired of not recutting stones 
enough? Try Acme polish-you have a one in ten chance 
of making it work, so test your luck today!"  ??) ;-) So 
here are the results of our non-scientific mini-poll: 

(Continued on page 20) 
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QUESTION: 
(1)  If you have ever tried colloidal polishes, did you find them useful enough to continue using them? Yes, No, or Have not Tried. 
RESULTS: 
Of those that tried them, about 1 5% continue to use them. Of course, we each have to try products to see what they can do for us; there is no way to predict the value of a product based on other people's experience. This question on colloidal polishes definitely brought in the most passionate replies. Many of those who tried them indicated that they were *very* dissatisfied; their experience was that the polishes were beyond ineffective- they were damaging, time consuming, and frustrating. Some mentioned contacting Rick Ford for advice, and still having problems. 
Some responders did not elaborate, saying they had tried them but do not use them. Others said they use them with great results. A few others said that they will not try them because of the experience of someone they know, but these were not counted in the poll results above. One response indicated using them about half of the time. Another voted yes to colloidals, and no to bronze mini-laps. 
Here is one of the responses that illustrate the passion involved in this topic: 
I purchased, like most of the more gullible faceters out there, a set of colloidal polishes including the diamond/ colloid sprays. How are you going to know if you don't try them? The Faceter's Digest forum was not available at that time, but ( even on the Digest) most people won't stick their necks out and be truthful if their experience wasn't good. Especially so when Rick Ford touts these as the most wonderful thing that had happened to faceting in the last fifty years. When it comes to Rick Ford's colloidal polishes my comment is that P.T. Barnum was right "There is one born every minute"- save your money! ! !  I think he is walking in his predecessor's footsteps, the great P.T. Barnum of faceting and faceting newsletters. 
QUESTION: 
For all faceters: do you use diamond polish exclusively (or ah,nost always?) Yes or No. 
RESULTS: 
About 39% say they use diamond polishes all or most of the time. Less passion here, and fewer comments. Some-

mentioned the benefit of learning one technique ( diamond polishing) to apply to all materials. Some mentioned that what you use the most is what you will be most comfortable with. Many indicated that they are still experimenting -using diamond and oxides interchangeably, so their response was "most of the time" for one or the other. The greatest majority of the comments indicated that the respondent had favorite polishes for certain materials . . .  One respondent uses a Turbofan lap; I do not know which category to put this in, so I am mentioning it here. A couple of others mentioned using the Dyna-Disk polishes; these were counted as oxide polishes. 
QUESTION 3 :  
Do  you consider yourself as: Learning/Beginning or Advanced/"seasoned "? 
RESULTS: 
About 80% were counted as "advanced/seasoned" although a large proportion of the respondents stated that they consider themselves somewhere between beginning and advanced. One of the Advanced faceters offered my favorite comment in this category, describing himself as "at least well-worn." Several Advanced faceters noted that they were still learning . . .  which I would expect is universal in this fine hobby! 
Again- these are the totals of the votes from the Digestmembers who chose to respond. The results may or may not represent the reality of opinions in the faceting world at large; that is not possible to determine. 

COMMENTS FROM THE 

FACETERS DIGEST 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following forum articles were originally submitted to the F ACETERS DIGEST. Due to the need to conserve space in order to include everyone's information, the articles have been edited to present what is intended to be the essential points of each author. There is no intent to alter the author's point of view. Although each author has given permission to print these abbreviated versions of their original text, the USFG Editor assumes all responsibility for textual format that makes reading cumbersome or causes misinterpretation of the author's  original statements. FROM JONATHAN ROLFE 
Subject: DISHWASHER DETERGENT, VINEGAR 
Most municipal water supplies (like mine) are high pH and buffered with several hundred ppm dissolved solids. The 

(Continued on page 21) 
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dishwasher det. seems to soften the water as well as drastically reduce surface tension. Have heard of people using Photo-Flo H, CAW (?) I have heard that surfactants are not a great idea, but have had mixed results with them, depending on lap and material. It keeps the lap clean, but on loose abrasives like diamond on tin, it can remove the diamonds. The diamonds are lyophilic and like to stick to the oily end of the molecule .. and the hydrophilic end makes certain they wash away well .. .I've yet to see any advantage to vinegar in 2 experiments. 
Do you add anything to or substitute something for your 'cutting water'? Before every faceting session, as they are mounted for the first time, with a I% solution of Triton X-100 . . .  somewhat similar to photo-flo. While it seems a shame to lose the embedded diamonds, diamond powder is cheap, now, and retaining old swarf and broken-down grit is false economy. I use only filtered water (0.2 micron HEPA filter) to polish. But just the street water, not deionized or distilled. 
Subject: VINEGAR 
I/We have been reading and hearing for some time about the various theories regarding additives to coolant. Some which have been mentioned are vinegar and potassium nitrate. I have heard various theories advanced about how they work (Proton donors/ acceptors, etc.) but some of these theories conflict. Sodium metasilicate is a common pH builder in detergent formulations. I would suspect that some of these additives will help with some minerals and hurt with others .. one would not want to use vinegar with basic minerals ... Some [acid coolants] such as KN03 would corrode the equipment...! have read of successful polishing tests with vinegar, but must note that in the optics industry, these buffering systems are not used, and these people are after finishes as good and often better than one sees in lapidary. Manufacturers of polishing compounds do buffer their formulations already, as in Ce02 suspensions. 
Subject: DISTILLED WATER 
. .. aluminum is attacked by both acids and bases, especially if it is in contact with another metal. Ivory Soap (Sodium stearate) would attack it eventually because it hydrolyzes to NaOH .. .I use no additives at all. I use tap water which is filtered by a 0.2 micron HEPA filter. I never saw dramatic enough improvements with the polishes and abrasives I use to justify sitting in a cloud of spoiled apples, nor have I ever heard a convincing explanation of the mechanism( s) by which it is supposed to work. 

Subject: WITCH HAZEL, VINEGAR 
Witch Hazel. . .  The oils would make a good vehicle for the diamond, because of the diamonds lyophilic nature, yet the water and alcohol present would prevent the diamond from agglomeration and aid in dispersion. And it makes the shop smell MUCH better than vinegar does. 

FROM VINCENT BISHOP 

Subject : DISHW ASHING DETERGENT 
As a rule of thumb, I use a couple of drops of liquid dishwashing detergent to my water. Theory as related to me was that it would break the surface tension of the water allowing better contact between the stone and cutting medium, and as you stated in your earlier post, helps to remove debris. There is a marked difference when I don't use the soap. Being that I use Ultra laps exclusively in polishing with minimal addition of polish, the treated water is also used during this process. 

FROM GLENN LINKER 

Subject: VINEGAR 
Go to any rock shop and buy 1/2 or 1 lb of cerium oxide and/or tin oxide--get a couple of 20 oz spray bottles--put 4 this into each bottle -one tin other cerium--add 8oz distilled water and 8 oz distilled vinegar in each--shake well--spray on a lucite lap and polish almost anything under 8 mo's-- when slurry gets thin just add another tablespoon of powder. 
Subject: WINDSHIELD WIPER LIQillD, DETERGENT, VINEGAR 
... advice on coolant--use windshield wiper liquid concentrate and put a capful into a gallon of water. No soap especially detergent because it has bad stuff in it. I tried it and it works better than liquid dishsoap and leaves no scum of any kind. Use it too in the cerium mix with water--keeps it smoother and does not build up on the lap . . .  If you pick up scratches give your lap a squirt of 5% vinegar and let it spin a couple of times and then try again. Use the distilled white . 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Glenn requests that credit be given where credit is due and that his subject material came from R. C. "Dick" Walker of Lake Oswego, Oregon, who in turn got the information from a meeting of the ColumbiaWillamette Faceters Guild. 

(Continued on page 22) 
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FROM MERRILL 0. MURPHY 

Subject: TAP WATER, DISTILLED WATER, VINEGAR, SPRING WATER 
Your spray bottle polishing oxide mixes sound good. For those who use it, two things may be added. 1) Distilled water is a good idea, and this does not include spring bottled water. Tap water and spring water may include solid matter like lime, iron oxide and alkali. Many competition faceters use only distilled water on polishing laps. 2) the vinegar is a very mild solvent for Lucite, letting the oxides sink partially into the lap surface. (The commercially prepared spray polish includes a stronger solvent.) Vinegar also lowers the water ph factor and encourages scratch-free polishing. But there may be a downside in adding vinegar. Some machines have spindle bearings that are not adequately sealed to prevent entry of vinegar vapor. These vapors may enter and corrode the lap bearings. 
Subject: VINEGAR 
Several knowledgeable faceters have stated that a little vinegar or a basic liquid of similar chemical stength squirted on the polishing lap will speed up polishing. And the polish may be better for it. I agree with this. BUT I certainly would not make it a blanket recommendation because the lap drive bearings and other bearings on many machines are not sealed well enough to keep vapor from penetrating and ruining said bearings. Further, several machines have aluminum splash guards and other aluminum features. Vinegar ( or an equivalent base) will chew up aluminum. Further yet, vinegar on a lap quickly vaporizes and stinks up the entire room. 
Subject: OLIVE OIL, TREW AX 
.. .I managed to find a scrap piece of 3/4-inch Corian at a plumbing company and had a machinist friend cut it flat and very smooth. It works with Trewax and 14,000 diamond producing a good polish on most materials. It will work well as a prepolishing lap using 1,200 or 3 ,000 grit diamond -again, I like to put on a thin, smooth layer of Trewax before applying a little diamond compound .. .Ifthe lap becomes too dry, a couple of drops of Crystalube or olive oil will remedy the situation. 
Subject: TREW AX, OLIVE OIL, TEFLON/SILICON GREASE 
My original suggestion for the use of Trewax .. . was for use 

with diamond for prepolish. The results are astound-ing ... Use a clean Lucite (or almost any other clean lap). Using a soft cotton cloth, apply a light coating of the Trewax to .the rotating lap surface, then let the lap rotate for five minutes or so. Next, using another clean cotton cloth, polish the lap surface. (I have no absolute proof that the polishing step is necessary.) To use the lap for prepolishing, spray a light shot or two of 1,200 grit diamond to the surface of the slowly turning lap. Now, with the lap turning around 100 rpm (not terribly critical) cut each facet as you normally would -but without the drip of water. When the lap begins to dry too much, add a drop or two of extender fluid, olive oil, or whatnot. When the lap no longer cuts, give it another shot of spray diamond. The results are a smooth set of facets looking as if you had final-cut them on an 8,000 grit or finer lap. Surprising, too, are the lasting qualities of that micro-thin layer of hard wax. 
I have used the same process in polishing with a second lap and 14,000 grit spray diamond. The results look like conventional 50,000 grit polishing. To date, I have not done enough polishing, using the powdered polishing oxides on the waxed surface, to be certain that the resulting surfaces are as smooth as the lOX glass seems to indicate. The competition faceter may find just a hint of edge rounding -no worse than with the Lucite as normally used. A waxed metal or ceramic lap, waxed lightly, might take care of the rounding. 
An Australian, named Ralph Westen, has been pushing a somewhat similar process using diamond grit in a Teflon filled silicone grease. For those who might like to try that approach, Radio Shack sells a similar product under the name, "Lube Gel." 
The Australians and others say that scratching occurs when polishing results from aglomeration -the bunching together of polishing compound particles to form much larger particles. The large aglomerated particles may scratch instead of polishing ... But they also attribute the improved polish they get with the Teflon grease method to the controlled tumbling of the diamond particles and a reduced aglomeration. I strongly disagree with the controlled tumbling idea. I believe particle tumbling is a disaster. (Push me, and I will explain why.) With the Trewax process, the cutting or polishing particles partially embed themselves in the hard wax, fixing them in place and preventing tumbling. 
Subject: TREW AX 
.. . cut the facets through 600-grit. Then, get a 1/4-inch or thicker Lucite (Plexiglas) lap. Clean it, and put it on your machine. With the lap running slow (if slow speed is pos 

(Continued on page 2 3) 
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sible on your machine), apply a thin layer of TREW AX 
brand floor wax. Wait 3 to 5 minutes and polish the lap 
surface with a clean, dry cloth. Spray 1,200-grit diamond 
sparingly on the turning lap. 

Subject: TREW AX, TEFLON GREASE 

[Is use of using a Teflon-based oil or grease and 14,000 
grit diamond on a plastic lap okay for polishing?] 

The Teflon grease thing seems to have originated in Aus
tralia, and the reason given for its working is that it helps 
the diamond particle to tumble beneath the stone. It is MY 
OPINION that this is exactly the reverse of what is really 
happening. I firmly believe that particle tumbling is disas
terous. A tumbling particle inevitably rips a ragged path in 
the softer gem, because at some points the sharp diamond 
fragment tips must rest momentarily on the gem surface. 
The diamond particles usually have their maximum diame
ter point to opposite point. This means the applied pres
sure (pounds per square inch) will be concentrated on that 
tiny point. It carves a trench! I believe the Teflon grease, 
at lap speed, prevents tumbling. I have used Trewax 
(brand name) floor wax for the same purpose ... Teflon or 
Trewax can be used with diamond on almost any polishing 
lap. I have even used it on a ceramic lap and experienced 
no appreciable facet rounding ... I do not consider it to be a 
competition grade polish. If one goes to 50,000 grit for a 
fmal polish, the result will be competition grade. 

Subject: TREW AX 

The prepolishing phase is, perhaps, the most important 
phase of faceting gems ... I use ... TREW AX BRAND wax 
for wooden floors. Just rub a small dab on a turning pol
ishing lap (copper, steel, zinc, Lucite, tin, .... ) using a clean 
cloth. Let set for 3 to 5 minutes, then polish the spinning 
lap surface with another clean cloth. Spray on a couple 
short bursts of spray diamond, and it is ready to use. This 
will work with any diamond size larger than 50,000 grit. It 
might even work for polishing with 50,000 grit and 
up ... Use no water. If you need a bit of moisture on the lap, 
use Crystalube or similar extender fluid. I like this better 
than the Teflon grease because it seems a little less messy. 
Otherwise, the results are the same ... The waxed surface 
will last through several stones. Another shot of diamond 
may be needed now and then, but do not get too generous 
with it. When the lap surface gets a bit rough or becomes 
contaminated, scrub it with rubbing alcohol on a clean 
cloth. Then repeat the wax/diamond application process. 

Subject: TREW AX, TEFLON GREASE 

. .If one uses a harder, metal, polishing lap and TREW AX, 
the facet rounding is reduced. A thinner wax layer also 
reduces rounding. But the waxed lap certainly polishes 
without scratching. The Australian faceters came up with 
the use of Teflon grease with diamond as a polishing 
agent. They attribute their success to increased tumbling 
of the diamond particles. I believe the TREW AX ( or 
Teflon grease) actually prevents particle tumbling and dis
tributes the faceting pressure nearly equally over a very 
great number of polishing particle surfaces. 

Subject: TREW AX, TEFLON GREASE 

... TREW AX on a lap greatly reduces friction between 
stone and lap, as does the Teflon grease advocated by 
Ralph W eston .. .l specified waxing the lap surface, letting 
it set for a few minutes, then polishing it with a cotton 
cloth. Actually, I'm not certain that polishing the wax is 
required. I, also, specified the use of spray diamond. Dia
mond paste will work as well but is a little harder to apply 
sparingly and evenly. 

Subject: TREW AX 

Citrine is a quartz mineral. As such, it has a long history 
of being difficult to polish -scratches appear just as you 
think it is approaching perfection. What can you do about 
it? Go to the TREW AX procedure during prepolishing 
and polishing. 

FROM BETH ECHOLS 

Subject: VINEGAR 

... when I started faceting .. .I polished quartz with no prob
lem using the spectra ultralaps ... then I was introduced to 
the lead tin lap with 14000 and vinegar to polish a piece of 
synthetic corundum ... my next stone was a amethyst and I 
forgot about the spectra lap for some reason and went to 
the lead tin with 14000 diamond ... needless to say I kept 
getting scratches .... finally went to the spectra ultralap 
charged with a bit of extra high grade cerium oxide and 
scratches went away. I never use the lead-tin or diamond 
on quartz anymore. 

FROM DA VE WOOLLEY 
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Subject: DIAMOND EXTENDER OIL, CITY WATER, 
FILTERED WATER 

. .. the name for this series of articles, "Scratches from the 
(Continued on page 24) 
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Master Lap" . . .  City water has sediments in it: sand filters 
are used to purify our drinking water! Occasionally, sedi
ments are released and transported through the system, or 
foreign material is released in the pipes after a repair is 
completed. When you least expect it, fine particles of grit 
may show up on your lap or in your polish slurry -ruining 
your perfect polish . . .  Polish facets with diamond abrasives 
and use a clean "diamond extender" oil, or polish using 
store-bought filtered water for your polish slurries and wa
ter drip. 

FROM ROY KERSEY 

Subject: TREW AX, VINEGAR, DETERGENT, FIL
TERED WATER 

Ultralaps {spectra), lucite or phenolic with cerium slurry or 
lucite with Trewax and cerium all should work. Filter the 
water (Britta?), use a little vinegar (1  T per 1/2 cup) and a 
few drops of dish soap. Too much cerium or too dry 
would always scratch for me. 

Subject: TREW AX 

I was cutting an ametrine and I started polishing on an old 
Ultralap. Must have had some contamination some-
where . . .  and ended up with some LARGE scratches. Got 
out my lucite lap . . .  and tried the Merrill Murphy Trewax 
thing . .  .I charged by coating the lap rather thickly with Tre
wax and waiting just a minute or so and then sprinkling the 
lap with cerium out of a salt shaker. Then I rubbed the 
cerium into the pasty wax and started polishing without 
polishing the wax as Merrill (I think) recommends. The 
polish was quick and great ---five to ten seconds at most 
per facet. . .I did the whole pavilion of an 1 1  x 1 3  emerald 
barion and I haven't worn away much of the charge 
yet.even when I had way too much wax mixture so that 
the wax and cerium caked on the facet when I got it 
scraped off ---no scratch! 

Subject: TREW AX 

As far as cheap polishing laps and prepolish laps, I like the 
Trewax on lucite plus diamond idea, will work with a 
3000, 50,000 combo lap. 

Subject: TREW AX 

I polished quartz a long time ago with a lucite lap and the 
cerium slurry. Now I use the Trewax and cerium. Never 
remember a problem with either! 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Roy wishes give credit where credit is 
fae and thus to acknowledge that as far as he knows Mer
rill 0. Murphy was the originator of the use ofTrewax as a 
Jolishing medium with oxides and diamond. 

FROM DA VE THOMPSON 

Subject: WATER, DISH SOAP, VINEGAR 

I use filtered water and do not have scratch problems. I 
quit using dish soap for most of my cutting, as it eats into 
the aluminum drip-tank valve and master laps. Note that 
soap is basic and vinegar is acidic . .  .I'm not sure if it helps 
much to add them both. 

Subject: DISH SOAP, VINEGAR 

The Handbook of Chemistry and Physics lists aluminum as 
soluble in alkali, hydrochloric and sulfuric acid, and hot 
acetic acid (vinegar, but perhaps stronger than the 4-6% 
solutions we buy in the supermarket). Curiously, it is in
soluble in concentrated nitric acid (the surface must passi
vate ). In practice, slightly basic solutions (such as soap in 
water) will really eat into aluminum parts quickly. I would 
also be surprised, but my earlier comment was to say that 
the soap might not be providing any benefits in the acidic 
water. The soap molecules might even precipitate out of 
solution. As far as I understand things, both the soap and 
the rinse aid decrease the surface tension of the solution 
relative to pure water. This has the effect of helping to 
wash away the cutting swarf as well as to promote better 
contact between stone and lap. Soaps or detergents have 
the additional benefit of being able to emulsify organic 
molecules (such as oil or grease) which are otherwise in
soluble in water. While this may be helpful in washing the 
dinner plates, I do not normally use oils in cutting stones 
(and I have not done much polishing with diamond com
pounds . . .  what do you do with the used extender fluid/olive 
oil/etc. ?). As long as the rinse aids are not basic like 
soaps, they might work even better. 

Subject: DETERGENT 

I use plain tap water, filtered through one of those "Brita" 
water filters, for cutting and polishing. 

FROM CHARLES W. COVILL 

Subject: VINEGAR 

I use to use vinegar in my water for faceting both for cut
ting and polishing! (It did seem to help both in cutting and 
polishing) . . .  The reaction between the vinegar and the 

(Continued on page 25) 
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splash guard was to eat holes along the sides and caused 
the guard to leak. I cannot remember if I was using liquid 
detergent at the same time. I have used neither in years 
and have had no further trouble. I doubt that any gain in 
using the additives outweighs the damage to the equip
ment. 

Subject: VASELINE 

The following works for me. Prepolish with water on 
3000 diamond lap, go to ceramic and polish using 50,000 
diamond spray no vaseline or anything else 

FROM MEL ALBRIGHT 

Subject: WINDSHIELD WIPER FLUID, DETERGENT, 
METHANOL 

Most windshield wiper liquid concentrate is a mix of wa
ter, detergent and methanol. 

Subject: [DETERGENT] 

. . .  very small amount of liquid detergent to cutting laps. 
Polish on ultralap w/ the same. 

FROM FLOYD HOSKINS 

Subject: TEFLON, VINEGAR, WATER 

Reading problems relating to . . .  the polishing of sapphire . .  .! 
cut sapphire stones almost weekly . . .  final polish is with 
copper lap. I charge the lap with 3000 and then when dry 
a light spray of Teflon. This lasts for about three repeat 
three months.. Then for final polish I go to ceramic with a 
14000 coat. Slow speed, and with water drip . . .  And what 
causes heat?. Too much pressure, not enough coolant, and 
too much speed. Slow down, ease up on the pressure, use 
ample coolant (water) or a spray of (vinegar) And if your 
lap has been charged --sometimes you have to add a few 
drops or spray. 

Subject: TEFLON 

I am using a copper lap for final prepolish. If a used lap, 
scrub thoroughly, spray on 3000 diamond, and when dry 
spray with teflon lightly, let dry. When using , don't let 
your dop be stationary, slide it from side to side, if not you 
can finely groove your stone. I have found that this gives 
me almost a near polish, making the final polishing much 
easier. Use on stones from topaz on up in hardness. 

FROM STEVE CORMAN 

Subject: COLLOIDAL POLISHES, VINEGAR 

According to that polishing theory from Wykoff I posted a 
couple of days ago, colloidal silica works because it is 
strongly alkaline. Don't know if that theory is correct, but 
if so vinegar would tend to neutralize it and 
*decrease* its effectiveness. 

Subject: CARNUBA WAX, HAIR SETTING GEL 

I use it on a tin/lead lap, and get a beautiful, fast polish on 
garnet. The stuff I have is called "Sapphire Powder" and 
the bottle says it's .05 micron. I assume that's a misprint 
and they mean .5 micron (I get it from a local jewelry shop 
and they've repackaged it with a home-made label). What
ever it is, I make a thin paste of it with water, brush a very 
litte bit of it on the lap then brush with water to distribute 
it and and keep the lap moist as I'm polishing. For me it's 
prone to aggregate/flow/scratch ifl get too much 
of it on the lap, so I add more paste very sparingly . . .  all this 
brushing is too much messing around for me. I've been 
using SOK diamond spray on a corian lap (which has been 
treated with camuba wax). That works fine, but I really 
think the alumina does a better job. If I remember cor
rectly, a while back someone posted an account of how 
they mixed alumina with "rave" hair setting gel cut 50% 
with alcohol and sprayed it on the lap. They let it 
dry and then polished on it. 

FROM WILLIAM EHNEY 

Subject: VINEGAR 

Been using UltraLap Spectra for many years. Would sug
gest you attach the UL to your prepolish (I use 600 grit) 
lap with a generous film ofwater . . .  and sometimes I use 
vinegar if I have a particularly stubborn stone. 

FROM CARL DOWNEY 

Subject: VINEGAR 

. . .it has been awhile since I worked with peridot (polished 
OK with 50k on Last Lap) but might be interesting to at
tempt drastic PH change. Try white vinegar on the polish 
lap instead of water. Magnesium in peridot is reputed to 
be the culprit in interfering with polish. 

Subject: NO WATER 

(Continued on page 26) 
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After pondering another written piece about 'hydroxyls' 
being formed by polishing materials (oxides) forcing water 
into the 'valleys' of prepolish sized fractures, I thought an 
interesting experiment could be performed the next time 
someone has the 'glazing over' problem with corundum ( or 
spinel, or?). Try prepolishing the offending facet DRY. 
NO WATER. If that seems to work it would indicate that, 
at least in that crystal plane, enough hydroxyls may be 
formed by the prepolish/water combination to begin pol
ishing 'prematurely'. Might be a fun thing to try! 

Subject: OLIVE OIL 

.. .I've been lucky with the facets on topaz EXCEPT for the 
table. When the tables begin to scratch I now pull out the 
CD-ROM prepared with 14K dia. and olive oil. Quickly 
fixes 'em up. 

Subject: OLIVE OIL 

[ polishing Blue Topaz] . These 2 things have worked for 
me in the past and would be the first things I'd try. A 
CD-ROM prepared with VERY little olive oil and a 
SMALL amount of 14k diam. 

Subject: SODIUM METASILICATE, VINEGAR, DE
TERGENT 

A background on the sodium metasilicate thing .. .In very 
general terms this stuff is mixed with coolant water and 
silicon based minerals are supposedly polished much more 
easily and quickly. Anecdotal experiences by some club 
faceters supported much of the claims. A moderate exper
iment on my part indicated no noticeable improvement 
over my addition of automatic dishwasher detergent. .. the 
catalytic micelle in CAW (Willard water) is mostly sodium 
metasilicate so my thought was maybe we should just try it 
itself. (MUCH cheaper if successful). BTW -I'm told it 
etches glass in high concentration. 

FROM DUANE K. LUCE 

Subject: VINEGAR, ALCOHOL 

. . .  Use 100,000 diamond grit from a spray bottle with the 
tin lap. If the polish comes up too slow give the lap a 
spritz of vinegar. After polishing a few facets you will no
tice the lap getting sluggish, it's now time to clean the lap 
using alochol and a tissue while it is turning. 

Subject: VINEGAR 

. . .  to remove the hairline scratches on CZ use the TIN lap, 
not tin , lead lap but just the TIN lap with 100,000 
grit diamond and VINEGAR. 

FROM JOE MANGELSDORF 

Subject: PROPYLENE GLYCOL, VINEGAR, BABY 
OIL, EXTENDED FLUID 

. .. In place of vinegar use a 50/50 propylene glycol (RIV 
anti freeze) and water. I do not use vinegar any more , 
vinegar is hard on a faceting machine ( vinegar ate the 
alum. rivets out of my water bottle). Extender fluid and 
Baby Oil are the same thing (light weight mineral oil). 

FROM RICHARD C. MCALLISTER 

Subject: VINEGAR 

Try polishing your Peridot with Cerium and add about a 
tablespoon of vinegar to 1 quart of the water 

FROM PAUL A. HEAD 

Subject: VINEGAR, AMMONIA 

Re . .. What stones do you use the blue Spectra Laps on? 
Quartz, sometimes opal . .  .I have abandoned vinegar in fa
vor of ammonia as a polishing aide on these laps. One 
part household ammonia 6 parts distilled or bottled water 
in mist spray used to keep the film moist. I know the 
chemistry is wrong by some recent studies but it works 
never-the -less. Smells better too and less mess. 

Subject: WITCH HAZEL, GLYCERIN 

I have started testing a new (to me at least) idea suggested 
by Wendel at the Hi-Tech booth in September. I wanted 
some 200K diamond spray and they were sold out. Wen
del said to try putting diamond powder in witch hazel and 
shake it up with an ultrasonic jewelry cleaner .. .lt appeared 
that the 1 OOK went into suspension instantly with minimal 
agitation and pretty much remained there for 24 hours . . .  8K 
also went into suspension but began to settle out in 30 
minutes. In both cases an eminently useful spray resulted. 
I used about 1 /4 carat in a 2 ounce mist spray bottle filled 
with witch hazel. 

Based only on cutting one stone, a corundum 6x8 mm bar
ion oval, the 8K used with a very small amount of glycerin 
extender was immediately useful as a prepolish. The I OOK 
also worked well but needs something else for use on a 

(Continued on page 27) 
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ceramic lap, perhaps some wax. The 2 oz. bottle of 8K 
should be enough for 50 or more stones of this size. 

Subject: WITCH HAZEL, GLYCERIN, 

Reading through some of the response to my witch hazel 
spray message I get the idea that some members did not 
understand that the intent was to make a suitable media to 
suspend the diamond. Any other benefits such as 
improved polishing characteristics will be a bonus, if they 
do exist. The 8000 mesh W .H. spray works very well and 
is much more economical than the commercial products. 
When used on a ceramic lap with a little glycerin lubricant 
I get a very nice silky prepolish on corundum, quartz, and 
tourmaline - no pits or orange peel at all. The 100,000 
mesh W.H. spray also works but the formulation seems to 
upset the ceramic polish lap, still working on that. 

Subject: WITCH HAZEL 

As you may recall I had been fiddling with witch hazel as 
a possible way of making a stable suspension of diamond 
powder. It does seem to work, at least for the smaller 
grits. A possible spin off of this experimentation keys into 
the Dyna Disk problem. One of our club members was 
having difficulty getting his 1600 to cut even after scrub
bing with soap and alcohol (we never thought of acetone). 
In desperation we wiped the disk off with witch hazel. 
Cutting was at least partially restored. If this was not just 
a fluke of fate the WH is a safer fix than acetone. 

FROM JERRY CAPPS 

Subject: WITCH HAZEL, ALCOHOL 

I've won numerous awards using 1 OOK diamond (in alco
hol only) on a ceramic lap, with the addition of various oil 
extenders. Having tried "water soluble oil" and finding it 
unmixable with alcohol, I have reverted to the original sys
tem (above). 

FROM RICHARD ANDERSON 

Subject: OLIVE OIL 

The System I was taught to use on sapphires (natural or 
syn) is to rough on 600, pre-polish on a tin-lead lap using 
spray on 3000 diamond (lightly coated with vaseline 
first) . .  .After pre-polish, I set up my ceramic (clean) in the 
following way: A very little olive oil, spread over the lap 
with a finger using absorbent paper towel, I then try to re-

move most of the oil. .only then does the lap receive one 
spirtz of 100,000 diamond .. .! then allow the alcohol to 
evaporate (my mixture is 2 carats of 100,00 and 8 oz of 
isopropyl alcohol). I again wipe the lap gently with paper 
towel. 

Subject: VASELINE 

Speaking about a home brew extender, some months ago 
someone on the list suggested using vaseline and 50,000 
diamond .. .I have been using this for the last few months 
and have been having very good results .. .I have been dab
bing a bit of vaseline on a clean fast lap, spreading with a 
razor blade, wiping most of the vaseline off with tissue 
and two good spirts of 50,000 (Alcohol and 50,000 one 
carat mixed) and go to it. It's the best I have tried. 

FROM MARK GREENBAUM 

Subject: TEFLON 

.. .I was repairing some large citrines from Brazil; did the 
repair cuts on a Crystallite 600 disk, then set the CD, 
painted side down, on a Teflon disk, put on 3 or 4 drops of 
mineral oil, rubbed in, and sprayed 14000 diamond ( a few 
spritzes), and smeared that in. After finding the proper 
planes, and getting the diamond worked down, it only 
takes a few passes to get a near mirror shine. More pres
sure, and more diamond sprays helped the one or two stub
born spots. 

FROM BARBARA SMIGEL 

Subject: TEFLON GREASE 

[ I've polished sapphire only five times. When I 'm polish
ing the crown, the stone becomes warm and the wax melts 
just a little bit] 

. .  .I used to have the same problem with both chrysoberyl 
and sapphire on my fastlap with diamond. I was using 
epoxy where you use wax, but it got hot enough to creep 
during polish .. .! added Teflon grease lubricant to my fast
lap which cut the frictional heat greatly. 

FROM PETER COLLINS 

Subject: TEFLON 

My Falcon polishes everything from sapphire down to 
Mohs 6 without any hassle, and . . .  you can even use teflon 
and diamond compound on it! 

(Continued on page 28) 
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Subject: KEROSENE, VASELINE 

... final polish is on a type-metal lap with 50,000 diamond 
compound I mix myself from Vaseline, two drops of 
kerosene and one carat of good diamond powder. 

FROM ROBERT SLATER 

Subject: VASELINE 

... Mix diamond powder with Vaseline. Approximately 10  
cts. to a small new bottle of Vaseline. Spread a few dabs 
on the lap of choice ( other than Lucite due to its proclivity 
to high heat build up) and polish on a very fast moving lap 
(on my machine about 3/4 max. speed). Use no extender 
fluid. The Vaseline keeps the polish on the lap and lubri
cates. Don't over apply and it will polish for an amazingly 
long time before you need another dab. 

FROM JOHN CAMPBELL 

Subject: CARNUBA WAX, HAIR SETTING GEL 

[ mixed alumina with "rave" hair setting gel cut 50% with 
alcohol and sprayed it on the lap. Then let it dry and then 
polished on it.] It works great. I poured off half of the bot
tle into another bottle, put 2 tbs of polish in the bottle and 
filled the bottle up with alcohol. Shake well and spray. 
The combination works great and each treatment of the 
lap, 2 or 3 good squirts, will last for 2 or 3 stones. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: John adds that it might be advisable to 
cut off the bottom inch of the tube inside of the bottle so 
that it doesn't become clogged with polish. 

FROM DIANNE KILE 

Subject: COLLOIDAL 

My luck has been that peridot and garnet polish quickly 
and easily on a tin or lead alloy lap using mAgi 14,000 
Colloidal Diamond (which contains alumina a). Best of 
all, it's easy to clean the face to see what you've got --no 
oily mess. 

FROM JOHN FRANKE 

Subject: COLLOIDAL 

[ colloidal polishes on bronze and on Ultra-Laps] 

... the folks that actually use them after trying them 
*seem* to be a minority .. .! tried them in the ASG offer in 
the 1980's; found out what scratching problems could 
*really* be on that one sent me back to the tried and true 
with my tail between my legs. I thought things might have 
changed, so I bought one of everything Rick Ford sells in 
1997; couldn't make any of them work for me. 

[because everything that I put the colloidal polishes on 
now produces terrible deep scratches, much deeper than 
anything that the pre-polish left] 

... to make any of the laps usable again after the colloidals, 
I had to scrub them *hard* with Lava soap, then take a 
new green 3-M pad to them while rinsing them with a 
plentiful flow of water to remove all traces of the colloidal 
material. It tends to crystalize when drying-causing the 
scratches-and seems to glue itself to the laps, so you have 
to physically remove it. 

FROM DON ROGERS 

Subject: GRAPHITE 

A few years back. .. Bill Brookwalter .. . recomended on pol
ishing Sapphire & CZ was to clean the lap as you explain 
above and before applying the diamond spray, coat the lap 
with graphite. He used a carpenters pencil because of the 
width of the lead. He rubbed the whole disk down with 
the pencil then wiped it off with a paper towel. His used 
disk had a grey finish from the graphite. I suspect that the 
graphite fills the pores of the ceramic and does two things: 
( 1)  Lubicates; and (2) prolongs the life of the lap. 

Subject: GRAPHITE 

. .. try this. Clean your ceramic lap by scrubbing down with 
a stiff brush and some Bon Ami cleaner ( other brands will 
work also). Then take a carpenters pencil and completley 
mark the disk with it. Then wipe off with paper towel. 
Now spritz with your diamond compound. Should work 
now. The graphite from the pencil gives some lubrication. 

FROM ANTHONY LLOYD-REES 

Subject: VASELINE 

My main 'correct' time savers are generous 8,000 diamond 
and oil/Vaseline slurry on copper as a prepolish, this will 
leave the facets with a glassy finish and obvious bloom, if 
there is any sign of frost on the facet, you aren't there yet, 
this should take no more than a few revolutions. Not 
quick enough? add diamond. Next I use 14,000 diamond 

(Continued on page 29) 
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and oilN aseline slurry, again very generous on a ceramic 
lap. If it scratches, you don't have enough diamonds, this 
will remove the bloom in a couple of swipes, you don't 
necessarily have to turn this lap by motor. 

FROM LARRY DA VIS 

Subject: DISH SOAP 

Just a note about breaking the surface tension of the water 
when cutting. I have used, as have many others, liquid 
dish soap over the years along with other things. The best 
thing that I have ever found is sold by Amway. That would 
be the LOC (Liquid Organic Concentrate) that they sell for 
washing machine additive along with other uses. At one 
time I also sold the products but nolonger do. I have used 
many different demonstrations for LOC and can tell you 
there is nothing better to remove oil base materials from 
the gems prior to <lopping and cleaning before showing. 
One of the best ways to demo how it works is to put out 
two different puddles of about a teaspoon each on a piece 
of brown cardboard box. Put a toothpick into a bit of the 
LOC and place it lightly into one of the water puddles . . .  
almost before you can get the toothpick out of the water it 
starts to soaking into the cardboard. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following submission on CZ 
from Ross Clark arrived too late for inclusionin the 
March issue so is attached here as a followup. 

FROM ROSS CLARK 

My main polishing lap, believe it or not, is the ceramic. 
To qualify this, I must first state that I also have one of 
those ceramic laps that all ceramic haters have had the 
misfortune to use, that is not the one that I use, naturally. 
In other words not all ceramics are alike. After the prepol
ish with a 1200 lap, I then polish with 1 OOK on ceramic, 
this will leave a good finish but with minute cat hair mark
ings, you might call them scratches. I then go over all 
facets with IOOK on tin but very lightly. My polish has 
generally been acceptable in competition. The lap must be 
clean, this I do using olive oil and a razor blade, until the 
oil .comes off clean. I have used spray on diamond, and 
diamond in Super Lube grease, both are satisfactory, it de
pends on the mood I am in. Use very low speeds and a 
gentle even pressure at all times, I find that it pays off in 
the end. 

29 

EDITOR'S NOTE: OK USFG'ers. The fun stuff is over. 
The next issue of the FORUM will feature a mind 
stretcher: XYZ STONE AXES AND THEIR 
FACETING IMPLICATIONS. 

THE CRITICAL ANGLE: 

HOW CRITICAL IS IT? 

by Ernst S. Teller 

Nobody likes to have his options limited but the limita
tions are there, you shall not drive faster than 60 km/hr in 
the city and you shall not make the pavilion angle less 
than the critical angle. Breaking the speed limits is done a 
lot, sometimes with disastrous results and as a rule far 
too often without a hefty fine as a result. The laws of Na
ture are far better policed, you cut a comer, for the very 
first time and you cop it. Of course I wanted to know 
how badly you cop it, if you overstep the critical angle. 

So I borrowed a book from the library about the electro
magnetic theory of light to brush up what I learned in the 
early thirties and had long forgotten. You should have 
seen the clouds of dust during brushing up! But after a 
while memory came back, I found Fresnels Laws and 
after a while even could understand them in detail and 
use them in calculations. Every time light strikes the 
boundary between two media it is split up into two rays, 
one reflected ray and one refracted ray which passes into 
the next medium. Fresnels Laws give the rules how en
ergy of the incoming ray is divided between the leaving 
rays. They also determine the state of polarisation of the 
leaving rays. Then followed an argument with my com
puter, which knows that I am not even a beginner, but 
after a while it was willing to make calculations for me 
and even print the following table. 

Conclusion: A transgression of only 0.02 of a degree car
ries a fine of 1 7% loss of light, 0.2 of a degree means a 
loss of 40% of light. While doing this research I found a 
few things that have been known for a long time, but that 
I never suspected. Here is one of them. If light falls on a 
window at right angles 4% of the light is reflected and 
96% gets into the glass; at the other side again 4% is re
flected, so what gets through the glass is about 92 %. 
These figures assume that the refractive index of glass is 
1 .5 .  For diamond with refractive index 2.42 the corre
sponding figures are 1 7% reflected and 83% transmitted 
into the diamond; coming out at the other side is only 
69%. That the light coming through a clear stone de
pended so much on the refractive index I never sus
pected. 

(Reprinted from "Facet Talk", January-February, 1996) 
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STEP CUT FOR BEGINNERS---TUTORIAL 

By Evan A. Williams 

These notes for cutting the Oblong Stepcut were first prepared for the AFG seminar at Wagga Wagga in 1988. The origi
nal diagrams have not been published in Facet Talk before although a copy was given to the then editor of F.T. The dia
grams have been updated using Gemcad and W 4 W. 

CUTTING THE STEP CUT 
First, cut a table flat where you want the table on the finished stone. Then dop on this flat. For the step cut I prefer 5 de
gree steps on the pavilion and 10 degree steps on the crown. Why? I feel this format gives a livelier appearance to the 
step cut. This is not the only method of faceting the Step Cut but I think it is probably the most accurate and by [far] the 
easiest way to get even corner facets. 

+ 

1. 
Cut The Pavilion First. 
Cut the girdle at 90 degrees to give a rectangle shape at this stage---do only on a coarse 
lap. 
Index: 96-48-72-24. 

2. 

Cut the pavilion girdle break facets at 52 degrees. 
Index: 96-48-72-24. 
Cut to create an even girdle line. 
3. 

Recut steps one and two on a fine lap. 
On small to medium stones, do the rest of the cutting on a fine lap. 

4. 

Cut the middle of main facet at 4 7 degrees. 
Index: 96-24-48-72. 
Cut to approximately half to two thirds of the distance from culet to girdle line. 

5. 
Cut the culet row at 42 degrees. 
Index: 96-24-48-72. 
Cut approximately half the distance from the top of the middle facet to the cul et line. 
Polish these facets at this stage if you wish. 

6. 

Cut the middle row first at 47 degrees---slightly undercut. 
Index: 12-36-60-84. 
Cut to meet corners of culet row. 

30 
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7. 

Cut girdle break facets at 52 degrees. 
Index: 12-36-60-84. 
Cut to meet and join side and end middle row. 

8. 

Cut comer girdle facets at 90 degrees. 
Index: 12-36-60-84. 
This will create a level girdle line. 

9. 

Preferred polishing order: girdle; girdle breaks; middle facets; culet. 
10. Transfer stone. 

CUTTING THE CROWN (Use 10 degree steps) 
1 1. Girdle Break Facets. 
Cut girdle break facets first---coarse lap then fine lap. 
Index: 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84. 
Cut to create an even girdle line using all index settings. 

June, 1999 

Align stone by cutting the side facets at 53 degrees and adjust with the cheater until the 
facets line up with the pavilion girdle line. 

12. Crown Main Facets. 
Cut at 43 degrees. 
Index: 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84. 

13. Crown Star Facets. 
Cut at 33 degrees. 
Index: 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84. 
Polish at this stage if you you wish or after faceting the table. 

RETURN CHEATER TO ZERO 

14. Table. 
Place the 45 degree adaptor in the quill and align. 
Put dop with stone in quill and cut the crown down until the row of crown star facets 
are about half the width of the main facets. Cheat if necessary to get the table-edge par
allel to the crown facets. 

Polish The Table. 
(Reprinted from Facet Talk, July-August, 1995) 

3 1  
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1 999 FACETERS-
1
1END of the MILLENIUM

11
-COMPETITIONS 

The Faceters' Guild of Southern California invites faceter participation in its annual Gem Stone Competition. This years compe
tition is a tribute to all those F.G.S.C. members who have contributed designs to the Guild in the past "Century." 

FINISH OFF THE CENTURY ENTER THE LAST COMPETITION OF THIS CENTURY " 
The Competition will be judged prior to the December Guild monthly meeting. The awards will be presented at the December 
Guild meeting, however entrants do not need to be present to win an award. 

The competitions listed below are open co any interested participant, except for the Perpetual trophy, the Presidents' trophy 
and the Memorial trophy, which are open to F.G .S.C. members only. The competition categories for 1999 are as follows : 

! Col'Tl)etition Cateaory Sponsor Qualifying Score I 

1 ' Novice Faceters' Guild of Southern California. 75 

2 Artisan Faceters· Guild of Southern California. 85 

3 Perpetual Faceters· Guild of Southern California. 88 

4 Presidents i Faceters' Guild of Southern California. 90 

5 Memorial Trophy The Gagnon Family (FGSC members.) i 90 

6 New Facet Design Faceters' Guild of Southern California. 90 i 

The following rules apply to all entries unless stated otherwise in the instructions for specific competitions. 

1. Any faceted gem stone entered into competition must have been cut by the competitor. 

2. The minimum width for all Competition stones shall be 10 mm. (Except in Perpetual Case.) 

3. All Girdles are to be polished and the thickness is to be between 2% and 4% of the scones width. 

4. Entries will be displayed in a case with all other entries. (Mounting and case to be provided by the Faceters' Guild. 
Case for perpetual trophy can be owners or guild's by arrangement.) 

5. All gem stone materials are to be natural or synthetic. No glass or plastic. 

6. Labeling to be provided by the competitor. Labels shall include: Competition title, name of cut, material used, width 
and weight of faceted stone. 

7. Judging is to be done with a standard 10 power loop under uniform light conditions. 

8. Judging will be on workmanship only. Qualifying scores as listed for this competition are required to be eligble for 
awards. 

9. All awards, except the Perpetual Trophy, become the property of the winning competitor. The Perpetual Trophy is the 
property of the Faceters' Guild, and will be on display at Guild functins with the winners' name engraved on it. 

10. Competitors must submit an entry form-application prior to September 1, 1999. 

1 1 .  Competitors must submit their gem for judging prior to November 15, 1999; entries that are 
mailed, certified receipt, will be returned in certified mail. 

g,r71· .. 

' 

' 

' 
. 

Paradise 88 
Clare Gagnon 

CC Triangle Cushion 
Jerry Carroll 

�J0;0 '·- . \�� -, -J ' <'l--/ ·· � 
Harlequin Hexagon 

Paul Rivard 

0 
-1' 

\ 

I 

I 

w 
. 

\/ 

Sparkling Beauty 
Don Cassler 

Buzby 
Bob Haines 

EDITOR'S NOTE: See page 33 for more information of stone requirements and pages 34 and 35 for cutting diagrams 
for the two stones that are in the "open" class. 
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I; Novice Competition - Th·e ParaciiseBB"-='�- ---_---_· ------- ______ j 
i, 1 i Material: Synthetic Spinel, any color. 
r 2 / Competitor shall not have won a previous F.G.S.C. award. 
r 3 I This competition is open. 

1: 

Artisan Competition - CC Triangle Cushion 
Material: any material, natural or synthetic, any color. 

2 This competition is open. 

Perpetual - Best case of faceted stones as follows : 
1 Case shall include a minimum of 12 faceted stones. 
2 Any material, any color, any cut. 
3 One stone shall be less than 5 mm in width. 
4 One stone shall be more than 15 mm in width. 
5 This competition is open to F.G.S.C. members only. 
6 Judging will be done on appearance of case. 

Presidents competition - Har1equin Hexagon as follows: 
1 \ Material: Synthetic, any color. 
2 I This competition is open to F.G.S.C. members only. 

Memorial Trophy (Dedicated to the memory of a ll former members.) Two stones, Buzby and Sparkling Beauty. 
1 I Material: Synthetic Spinet for the Busby, any color. 
2 I Material: Cubic Zirconia for the Sparkting Beauty, any color. 
3 I This competition is open to F.G.S.C. members only. 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 

I 

New Facet Design - The best design ,  as selected by the judges, will be determined by the following criteria: 
Design must be original, developed by the competitor, and not previously published. 
Diagram must be complete and acc1.11tte, submitted with a cut stone conforming to the diagram. 
Design must utilize 2 or 3 planes of symmetry. 
Material: Any gemstone material, except glass or plastic, any color. 

Reference must be made to any design from which this diawam was based. 
A signed release is required allowing the F.G.S.C. to publish the 'New Facet Design'. 
Scoring as follows: (A qualifying score of 90 is requ�ed for this competition.) 

a. Overall appearance and brilliance = 20% 
b. Clarity of cutting instructions = 200� 
c. Workmanship = 60% 

Complete the following entry form Prior to Sept 1, 1999 
Please enter me in the following competitions: (circle the numbers) 

Name: 
Address: 

City: 
Phone: 

Signature: _____________ _ 

1 Novice 

2 Artisan 
3 New Facet Design 
4 Perpetual . . . 
5 Presidents . . 
6 Memorial Trophy 

Accepted by: 

State: Zip: 

Date: 

(Open Competition) 
{Open Competition) 
(Open Competition) 
FGSC member only 
FGSC member only 
FGSC member only 

33 

Please Submit to: 
Bob Haines, Competition Chairman 
617 MacArthur Way 
Buena Park, CA, 90620 

Date: 

I 

I 
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Paradise 88 

by Clare Gagnon 
For small stones 

Angles for R.I. = 1 .65 
57 facets + 8 facets on girdle = 65 

8-fold symmetry 
96 index 

June, 1999 

L/W = 1 .000 T/W = 0.468 T/L = 0.468 
P/W = 0.538 C/W = 0.217 

Pavilion 

H/W = (P+C)/W+0.02 = 0.775 
P /H = 0.694 C/H = 0.280 

Vol./W "' 3 = 0.303 

Gl 90 . 00 96 - 12 -24-36 -48-60- 72 -84 

1 48 . 00 06- 18-30-42 - 54-66- 78 -90 

2 62 . 00 96 - 12-24 -36 -48-60- 72 -84 

3 41 . 50 96 - 12 -24 - 36 - 48-60- 72 -84 

4 39 . 50 ll-23-35-47- 59- 71 -83 -95 

Crown 

A 48 . 00 96- 12-24-36-48-60 - 72 -84 

B 37 . 00 06- 18-30-42 - 54-66- 78 -90 

C 25 . 00 96- 12 -24 -36 -48 -60 - 72 - 84 

T o . oo Tab l e  
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Cut Comer Triangle Cushion 

by J. W Carroll 
Angles for R.I. = 1 .54 

52 facets + 15 facets on girdle = 67 
3-fold, mirror-image symmetry 

96 index 
L/W = 1 .011 T/W = 0.595 T/L = 0.588 

P/W = 0.424 C/W = 0.132 
H/W = (P+C)/W + 0.02 = 0.576 

P/H = 0.737 C/H = 0.229 
Vol./W "' 3 = 0 .194 

Pavilion 

1 42 . 00 96-32-64 

2 42 . 40 10-22-42-54-74-86 

61 90 . 00 96-32-61-1 

3 42 . 00 12-20-44-52-76-84 

4 43 . 40 14-18-46-50-78-82 

62 90.00 10-22-42-54-74-86 

63 90.00 14-18-46-50-78-82 

Crown 

., 1 34 . 70 12-20-44-52-76-84 

I 2 41 .00 14-18-46-50-78-82 

"'v3 40 . 40 10-22-42-54-74-86 

f-q 46 . 16 96-32-64 

S 5 23 .63 16-48-80 
6 10 .00 08-24-40-56-72-88 

T 0 .00 Table 
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C3 
G1 Cl P3 

C2 P2 
Pl C4 Side/End Top P4 

P2 
P3 
Pl 
P4 

Bottom THE WOGGIE CUT. Designed by Everet 0. Wogstad for Dollie. 
The crown mains are offset from the pavilion mains causing an undulating girdle. This may or may not have been Everet's original intent. 96 index; Angles for Cubic Zirconium, R.I. = 2 .15. 8 1  facets + 48 facets on girdle = 129; 8-fold, mirror-image symmetry. L/W = 1.000 T/W = 0.539 T/L = 0.539; H/W = 0.682; Vol./W"3 = 0.25 1 
PAVILION 
Pl  42.50 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84 Cut to Temporary Common Center Point. G 1 90.00 Ol -03-05-07-09-11-13-15-17-19-21-23-25-27-29-3 1-33-35-37-39-41-43-45-47-49-5 l -53-55-57-59-61-63-65-67-69-71-73-75-77-79-8 1-83-85-87-89-91-93-95 Cut 48 facets for girdle outline. P2 45 .00 03-09-15-21-27-33-39-45-5 1-57-63-69-75-81-87-93 Meet Gl-Gl-Pl  at Girdle. Starting wavy girdle line. P3 49.00 06-18-30-42-54-66-78-90 Meet Gl-Gl-P2, complete wavy Girdle. P4 40.50 01- 13-25-37-49-61-73-85 Meet Pl-Pl -P2-P2. Make new CCP. 

CROWN 
Cl 58.00 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84 Set 2%W Girdle thickness, WILL NOT BE LEVEL. C2 47.70 03-09-15-21-27-33-39-45-5 1-57-63-69-75-81-87-93 Meet Gl-Gl-Cl , completes wavy Girdle. C3 41.00 06-18-30-42-54-66-78-90 Meet Gl-Gl-C2 at Girdle. C4 25.00 96-12-24-36-48-60-72-84 Meet C2-C2-C3 at break point. 0.00 Table 

The depth loss from TCCP to the true CCP is less than 1 % of W. This design is not well suited for gems with a R.I. of less than 1.60. Adapted to GemCad and cut by Paul Head, April 1996. 
36 
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LET'S GET ACQUAINTED 

STEPHEN W. ATTAWAY 

My undergraduate degree is in civil engineering, my mas
ters is in structural engineering, and my Ph.D is in the 
field of computational mechanics, all from the Georgia 
Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech). 
My theses area was numerical modeling of metal plastic
ity using computer simulations. I have a background that 
includes fracture mechanics and material behavior. At 
work, I currently write computer codes that simulate 
complex behaviors such as those that might occur in car 
and airplane crashes, or such as might occur in a bomb 
blast. 

BARBARA W. SMIGEL 

I have a PhD in biological science. I have taught at a 
small college in Nevada for 25 years. Several years ago I 
got interested in stones in a big way and went from col
lecting rare gems to getting a GIA colored stone diploma, 
to faceting and cabbing, to having a commercial website 
where I sell my own and others stones. In short, stones 
have consumed my life. 

KEITH WYMAN 

I was born in Anacortes WA and schooled in La Conner, 
WA. I have lived in the Skagit Valley most of my life. 
I'm married and have three grown children. I'm presently 
employed as a Fisheries Biologist and spend a consider
able amount of time in the streams and forests of the re
gion. Rocks have fascinated me as far back as I can re
member. I started out picking up agates from the beach 
gravel and still can't resist picking up one when I spot it. 
I have done a bit of cabochon cutting and polishing, but 
my recent introduction to faceting (less than two years) 
has really provided new excitement. I started out on an 
old Graves Mark IV faceting machine and then purchased 
a Facetron about six months later when I realized that 
faceting was going to be more than just a passing fancy. I also use a computer to help further my faceting skills 
and understanding gem design concepts. I'm getting 
comfortable with Gem-Cad and use it to explore new 
cuts before I risk the rough. The "Internet" has also 
proven to be a very useful tool in obtaining quite a bit of 
faceting information ranging from crystal structure to 
polishing tips. It has also been a good place to get an 
idea of what rou em material oes for. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Keith is the President of The North 
Puget Sound Faceting Guild, Anacortes, WA. 
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LUC GENOT 
A short biography; I am a Belgian, 36 years old, a 
wholesaler and retailer in colored stones. I travel around 
to import stones. 2 weeks ago I was in Poland; in June, 
I'll be in Thailand. I am a Gemologist (fellow of the 
Gemmological Association of Great Britain (FGA) and 
DGemGgraduate in Gemology from Nantes University. 

My memoir was a scholarly report, based upon the study 
of the Blue Moonstones from Meethiyagoda. The 
essence of my research was to find the connection be
tween the Intensity of the Blue Moonstones Color and 
Their Structure -- cryptoperthitic. 

Actually, I do not have too much free time for faceting. I 
am working for editing a compact disk of this memoir. 
My facetting ability is (very) limited, but I enjoy it very 
much when it works. In the near future, I would like to 
develope facetting activities. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Congratulations Luc for doing the 
research on the Blue Moonstones and for sure, when you 
have finished the CD, we certainly would like to pur
chase one! The USFG would like to publish an abstract 
of your thesis. 

LYNN CARLSON 

I'm a chemist by training, and have been teaching at the 
University of Wisconsin-Parkside for a number of years. 
My special discipline is organic chemistry, but even very 
early, I remember being fascinated by crystals. I vividly 
remember a color plate in a "Book of Knowledge" of 
about 1945 vintage ( our only reference book in my child
hood home) showing major precious and semiprecious 
stones. Maybe that's what sparked my interest. 

Before I had children, I joined a rock club and learned to 
cab stones--I was more interested in faceted stones even 
then, but couldn't afford the equipment, whereas my hus
band could build a cabbing operation for me . . .  

Alas, family and work duties as well as the noise and 
mess associated with the hobby caused me to drop it all 
when we moved to Wisconsin. Now, we are beginning to 
plan for retirement, and are considering "interesting 
things to do", even though retirement is a number of 
years away yet (one child still at home, and we're only 
early 50s) .  

Last year, while on vacation in Oregon, we visited a large 
gem and mineral show, looked enviously at various 
things, and I had this stunning revelation -- "I can afford 

(Continued on page 38) 
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LET'S 

to do this now ... time *and* money wise ... and what an 
interesting thing to do! Let's get started so I already know 
how when the time comes." 

So an Ultratec V-2 was my Christmas present, and I've 
been struggling ever since. It doesn't help that our 19  year 
old daughter, home from college for the holidays, said 
"What a neat idea--I want to learn too!"  So I didn't get to 
touch it until she went back to school, and by then I was 
back in school, too, so progress has been slow. 

I don't have a lot of successes to brag about yet. I started 
with citrine, clear topaz, and garnet, and have almost 
mastered the standard brilliant, maybe, although only one 
( a madeira citrine) is good enough to be satisfied with. 
There are four more items in various stages of comple
tion, and I almost begin to understand the operation of 
the machine, now. If most of these turn out well I may be 
ready to progress to a more challenging cut. 

CHECKING FACET FLATNESS 

by Fred Van Sant 

To check your facets for flatness, get a small square of 
mirror about 2 in. by 2 in. square. This is obtainable at 
any glass cutting shop. With a straight-edge and a single
sided razor blade, make a series of parallel lines for light 
to pass through by slicing through the silvering on the 
back of the mirror with the comer of the blade. The 
parallel lines should be 1/8 to 3/32 of an inch apart. Make 
these lines as fine as you can. When all the silver is off 
the blade will slide smoothly, but donit press so hard that 
you scratch the glass. Make at least a one-inch band of 
these lines. 

Now with a single bulb above, hold the mirror with one 
hand, mirror side up, and the stone on the end of a dop 
with Blue tack in the other hand just below the mirror. 
The fme lines of light passing through the mirror will 
reflect on your facet. Move the stone around to see if the 
lines of light bend anywhere on the facet, especially near 
the edges. If they bend your facet is not flat. You might 
prefer to mount the piece of mirror in a fixed holder. You 
could probably also use a piece of glass painted black on 
one side. I haven't tried that. This technique should be 
handy for judging flatness in competitions. 
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UNITED STATES FACETERS GUILD 

Application for Membership 

June, 1999 1 

The USFG is open to faceters everywhere. Our primary goal is to improve the art and science of faceting 
through our newsletter and correspondence. Our secondary goal is to improve competitions and competition 
rules, both in the U.S. and internationally. Officers are elected every two years for 2 year terms; 1998 begins 
with new officers. Issues are voted on by mail. Members receive our Quarterly Newsletter, usually containing 
about 20 pages each, and the right to participate in the USFG activities. New members receive a copy of our 
Constitution upon request. 

Name: Mr. Mrs. Ms. 

Street Address __________________ Telephone -----------
City, State, Zip-------------------------------
1 am a faceter I am interested in becoming a faceter _. 

How long have you been faceting? _. 

I compete or have competed at the following levels: 

Junior Novice Intermediate Advanced Master _ 

I do not wish to compete _. 

I have a display case _ 12 stones 20+ stones Educational Other _____ ___ 

Which machine do you cut with? ________________________ _..;. 

Do you cut commercially? Yes _ No Are you a gemstone dealer? Yes _ No _ 

Do you need help with, or information about, your type of machine? Yes _ No _ 

Have you judged in competitions? Yes _ No _ Interested in judging? Yes _ No 

Have you given talks or written articles on faceting? Yes _ No _ 

E-mail address if applicable __________________________ ___ 

Are you a member of the Faceters Digest? Yes _ No _ 

Do you belong to other faceting guilds? Yes _ No If Yes, please list below: 

Are you interested in serving as a USFG officer? _. If so, please list below: 

Special talents or interests to share? Please list below: 

Enclosed is my check for $15 (U.S.) for 1 year membership in USFG ---------
$16 (Canada), $19 (Overseas) 

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: DON DUNN 
MAIL THIS FORM PLUS CHECK TO: Don Dunn, 993 Renown Rd. 

Dayton, OH 45430-11 12 
Telephone: (937) 426-5112 

Rev. 8-98 
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